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Abstract
While the rules of international trade regimes prevent governments from employing
protectionist instruments, other less visible means are available to governments seeking
to protect domestic industries. This paper demonstrates that the news media can serve
as one channel for governments to indirectly favor domestic industries by influencing
the coverage of domestic versus foreign products. I assess the home bias in Chinese
news media using an original dataset comprising media coverage of auto recalls in
the country between 2005 and 2013. By conducting an automated text analysis of
thousands of articles from 121 Chinese newspapers under varying degrees of government
control, I reveal a systematic bias against foreign automakers in those newspapers
under strict government control, but not among commercial newspapers. I further
analyze subnational reporting patterns, exploiting variation in the level of regional
government interest in the automobile industry to conclude that official newspapers in
areas where local governments own automotive enterprises exhibit a strong home bias.
This is not observed in commercial newspapers based in the same areas or in official
newspapers from other areas. The analysis suggests that the media’s home bias is driven
by the government’s protectionist interests but rules out the alternative hypothesis that
home bias simply reflects the nationalist sentiment of readers. I show that this home
bias in news coverage has meaningful impact on actual consumer behavior, combining
automobile sales data and information on recall-related web searches.
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Introduction

What measures can states employ to protect domestic industries against foreign competition when traditional measures become costly? Two core principles of the World Trade
Organization (WTO), non-discrimination among other members (the “most-favored nation”
principle) and treating foreign goods no less favorably than local products (the “national
treatment” principle) increase the costs of employing traditional protectionist measures for
member states. Nonetheless, many (if not most) governments continue to exhibit interest
in protecting domestic industries. As increasing tari↵s has become more difficult, states
have resorted to subtler non-tari↵ barriers (Mansfield and Busch, 1995). In response, trade
regimes have strengthened regulation of these non-tari↵ barriers, leading some member states
to seek out other, more indirect means of supporting their national industries.
This paper argues that the news media can serve as one means of protecting domestic
industries. In countries where the government controls the media, it can establish a veiled
trade barrier by a↵ecting media coverage to present domestic firms in a more favorable
light than their foreign counterparts. Such a strategy is unlikely to be challenged at the
WTO due to the absence of explicit regulations regarding this issue and the difficulty of
establishing evidence of deliberate government involvement. Influencing media coverage is
also an attractive option for governments since the news media, as a major source of productrelated information for consumers, plays a key role in shaping consumption patterns. In fact,
firms doing business in foreign markets have expressed concern over unfavorable coverage they
receive in the local media.1
Testing this claim, however, raises an empirical challenge. Recent developments in automated text analysis substantially reduce the costs of analyzing large collections of texts,
1

For instance, see Laurie Burkitt, “Foreign Firms Feel China’s Heat.” The Wall Street Journal, October 19,
2011; Kazunori Takada and Samuel Shen, “China Media Train Fire on U.S. Food Giants over Chicken Scare.”
Reuters, January 17, 2013; David Barboza and Nick Wingfield, “Pressured by China, Apple Apologizes for
Warranty Policies.” The New York Times, April 1, 2013 .
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but a significant challenge lies in developing an objective measure of home bias – a tendency
to favor domestic firms over foreign ones. Suppose that a media outlet were found to have
released more negative stories on foreign products than on domestic ones. This finding does
not necessarily substantiate the existence of a systematic home bias because the di↵erence
in coverage may result from di↵erences in the types of products or the quality of goods
manufactured by domestic versus foreign firms. I therefore focus on one sector and examine
instances of faulty production in the same sector to account for di↵erences in product quality.
An examination of news coverage of automobile recalls is an ideal test because product recalls
have obvious negative implications with regard to the quality of the products in question,
and their characteristics are comparable across di↵erent cases. Recalls of automobiles are
particularly well suited for this type of comparison because they occur frequently and garner
more media attention than recalls of other products.
A further challenge arises in identifying the source of media bias. While my argument
focuses on governments’ protectionist incentives, media home bias can be influenced by other
factors such as the nationalist sentiments of readers. Ruling out this alternative explanation
is difficult because it is not easy to separate government’s protectionist influence from public
attitudes against globalization: newspapers under the influence of protectionist governments
may tend to have readers with nationalist attitudes. In order to pin down the e↵ect of
governments’ protectionist interests, I utilize a set of inferential strategies to address this
challenge. With an empirical focus on Chinese newspapers, I distinguish government-driven
bias from demand-driven bias by exploiting variation in the level of government control over
di↵erent newspapers. I further delineate the e↵ect of governments’ protectionist interests
on media bias by exploiting sub-national variation in regional governments’ ownership of
automotive enterprises.
My analysis, based on 6,578 news articles on auto recalls published in 121 Chinese newspapers between 2005 and 2013, reveals that newspapers, especially those under strict gov2

ernment control, exhibit a systematic bias against foreign automakers. Official newspapers
controlled by the central government are nearly twice as likely to cover recalls by foreign
automakers and publish longer news stories about such events than they do in the case of
recalls involving domestic automakers. Commercial newspapers, on the other hand, do not
discriminate between domestic and foreign automakers in their recall coverage. This finding is consistent with the expectation that governmental protectionist interests drive bias
in the media. A sub-national analysis further corroborates that the bias is driven by the
government’s interest in supporting the domestic industry. Official regional newspapers in
provinces in which the local governments own automotive enterprises exhibit a home bias
in their recall coverage, but this tendency toward bias is observed neither in commercial
newspapers located in the same provinces nor among official newspapers in other provinces
where the regional government has no direct stake in the automotive industry.
Further, I assess the e↵ect of home bias on consumer behavior, focusing on recall-related
web searches and automobile sales. My analysis of recall-related web searches demonstrates
that recalls of foreign cars receive more public attention than those of domestic cars, especially in provinces where official newspapers exhibit home bias. Analyzing the e↵ect of recalls
on automobile sales, I find that recalls have a negative e↵ect on sales by foreign firms, but
their e↵ects on domestic firms are unclear. These findings are consistent with the pattern
of media bias. Because the news media is more likely to cover foreign recalls than on domestic ones, the public is more aware of foreign recalls, and foreign firms face more negative
consequences. This suggests that government-driven bias may constitute a serious barrier to
foreign firms’ business.
The finding of a government-driven bias in the Chinese news media has direct implications
for challenges faced by automakers in the world’s largest auto market. China’s accession to
the WTO in 2001 attracted keen interest from global automakers due to the enormous and
fast-growing market, which in 2009 surpassed the U.S. to become the largest in the world.
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Despite its broad commitment to tempering its protectionist policies, the Chinese government
has demonstrated a continued interest in promoting its automobile industry (Gerth, 2012;
Noble, Ravenhill, and Doner, 2005; Saikawa and Urpelainen, 2014). In fact, opening its
market did not result in a surge of foreign vehicle imports. The Chinese tari↵ on vehicles
was gradually lowered from 101.1% in 1996 to 34.3% in 2004, and has remained at 25.0%
since 2007, but the share of imported cars among total car sales only increased slightly, from
2.2% in 1998, to 3.5% in 2004, and 5.9% in 2012.2 This sluggish increase in automobile
imports in the wake of trade liberalization can be explained in part by the presence of jointventures in China, but my findings on media bias also provide a potential explanation for
this phenomenon. The former chief negotiator for China’s WTO accession, Long Yongtu,
once asserted that encouraging Chinese consumers to purchase Chinese products “will violate
neither the WTO rules nor the market economic rules” (Gerth, 2012: 213). While he did not
elaborate on precisely how China might do so, this paper demonstrates that the utilization
of government-controlled media provides a channel for influencing consumer decisions.
More broadly, the argument and the analysis presented here provide a two-fold contribution to the study of international political economy. First, this paper expands the discussion
of non-tari↵ barriers by illuminating an indirect protectionist mechanism through which the
governments a↵ect the flow of of product-related information. Previous research on non-tari↵
barriers has focused on ways governments can directly a↵ect demand, supply and prices of
domestic and foreign goods (Kono and Rickard, 2014; Mansfield and Busch, 1995; Naoi,
2009; Rickard, 2012; Rickard and Kono, 2014). This paper, in contrast, demonstrates that
governments may protect domestic industries by indirectly fostering a consumer preference
for domestic goods. Individual consumers play a significant role in international trade rela2

The tari↵ data are based on the HS code 8703 (motor cars and other vehicles principally designed for
the transport of persons) from the WTO Tari↵ databases at http://tariffdata.wto.org/. The imports
rate is based on the author’s own calculation based on the China Auto Market Almanac (Zhongguo qiche
shichang nianjian) series and denotes the share of the number of imported cars to the number of total vehicle
sales in China.
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tions, since their demand for domestic and foreign products ultimately determines the flow
of trade. Thus, a systematic government e↵ort promoting consumer preference for domestic
goods over their foreign counterparts could indeed constitute a serious barrier to trade and
must be examined as a non-tari↵ barrier.
Second, this paper adds its voice to a chorus of pessimistic views regarding the e↵ectiveness of international trade institutions. The findings here suggest that states can pursue
concealed indirect measures to protect domestic industries when trade policy is otherwise
constrained. While indirect protectionist measures may not be as e↵ective as direct measures
such as tari↵s or quotas, they may exacerbate the difficulties of monitoring and regulating
protectionist behavior by international trade institutions. A number of studies have suggested that international institutions are not particularly e↵ective at addressing indirect or
disguised protectionism (Kim, 2015; Rickard and Kono, 2014). Compared to government
procurement or health and safety policies, the use of news media as a protectionist tool
is even more opaque, hindering the e↵ective regulation of this issue. Even if governments
were to make an unlikely commitment to ensure equal treatment of foreign goods in media
coverage, it would be almost impossible for international institutions to enforce.
In the next section, I further discuss the broader literature on protectionism in which this
study is situated and outline theoretical expectations regarding the sources of home bias in
the media. I then introduce my empirical strategy and describe the dataset. The following
section presents the findings and a series of robustness tests. Next, I explore the implications
of the findings by focusing on the di↵erence in public attention toward domestic and foreign
recalls and on the di↵erential e↵ect of recalls on domestic and foreign automotive companies.
In the final section I discuss the applicability of my findings beyond China, as well as related
implications for the study of regime type and trade policy.
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2

Explaining Home Bias in the News Media

To explain the news media’s home bias, I consider the government’s incentive to use the
media as an indirect tool of protectionism. I argue that governments seek to employ less
visible trade barriers to gain the benefits of protectionism without violating the rules of
international trade institutions. I then discuss the mechanisms by which governments can
influence media coverage of national and foreign firms in order to achieve protectionist goals.
As an alternative explanation, I discuss the potential e↵ect of readers’ nationalist sentiments
on coverage. I then derive observable implications of these two competing perspectives.
2.1

The Argument: Manipulation of News Media as a Protectionist Measure

A state has an incentive to protect certain domestic industries against foreign competition,
either in response to domestic interest groups, or to promote national interests. Despite
the increasing influence of supranational economic institutions, protectionism is likely to
persist in various forms. The key question, then, is how states can protect their industries
while avoiding the costs that may be imposed on them by international trade regimes. Nontari↵ barriers, especially those that do not involve observable government policy, are useful
protectionist tools for skirting these international constraints. I suggest that home bias in
the media is an instrument states may use to protect domestic industries.
International trade agreements have made imposing tari↵s costly, and non-tari↵ barriers
have served as a substitute (Anderson and Schmitt, 2003; Baker, 2005; Kono, 2006; Mansfield and Busch, 1995). Their use has become more pervasive among both advanced and
developing countries over the past few decades. As the WTO and other international trade
agreements have caught on to the increased use of non-tari↵ barriers (Rickard and Kono,
2014; Staiger, 2012), the cost of employing these protectionist measures has also increased,
forcing leaders to find increasingly subtler ways of protecting domestic industries. That is,
the sophistication of international trade regimes forces states to find protectionist measures
6

that can circumvent the rules and principles set forth by those regimes.
The drafters of the General Agreement on Tari↵s and Trade (GATT) took a minimalist approach to non-tari↵ barriers, while recognizing their potential use as a substitute for
tari↵s. The WTO, however, took a more stringent stance. Specifically, the WTO’s Subsidies and Countervailing Measures Agreement included substantial commitments to limit
the use of domestic subsidies and strengthened the prohibition on export subsidies. The
WTO also significantly strengthened national treatment obligations through the Technical
Barriers to Trade Agreement and Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures Agreement, both
of which require member states to treat imported and locally-produced goods equally once
the foreign goods have entered the domestic market (Staiger, 2012). Other international
trade agreements began to pay more attention to the use of non-tari↵ barriers as well. Some
recently concluded preferential trade agreements have an explicit rule restricting government
procurement practices that discriminate against foreign producers (Rickard and Kono, 2014).
The costs of violating these rules may not be prohibitive, but member states are certainly
discouraged from employing visible protectionist instruments because other member states
can challenge them on policy measures that are inconsistent with the WTO rules. Since
the inception of the WTO, the use of a dispute settlement mechanism has become very
common especially in cases challenging subsidies, countervailing measures, anti-dumping
duties, and safeguard measures. A dispute in most cases results in more openness. In eightynine percent of the 152 dispositive reports on WTO dispute cases initiated before 2001, at
least one national measure was ruled WTO-inconsistent (Goldstein and Steinberg, 2008).
Thus, it is reasonable to expect that a country, once challenged at the WTO, would be
required to correct its protectionist practices. The respondent country in a dispute also
pays a reputational cost when its violations become widely known by other third parties
(Maggi, 1999), as well as the monetary cost of engaging in formal litigation, which can reach
$500,000-$1 million (Davis and Bermeo, 2009). These costs deter member countries from
7

implementing trade barriers that may be disputed. As Chaudoin, Kucik, and Pelc (2013:
28) note, “the mere possibility of a WTO dispute might deter a country from implementing
a harmful protectionist barrier in the first place. Alternatively, a dispute between countries
i and j might deter country k from erecting trade barriers. A dispute against country i over
product s might deter country i from erecting trade barriers for another product, t.”
With restrictions on the use of protectionist instruments increasing, member countries are
forced to abandon their protectionist policies or to continue to use traditional protectionist
measures at the risk of being challenged at the WTO. If they abandon their protectionist
policies, they forgo the domestic political benefits (e.g. political support from protected
industries) they once earned from protectionism. If they continue to employ traditional
protectionist instruments, they enjoy the domestic political benefits as long as they remain
unchallenged at the WTO, but there remains a high possibility of a costly trade dispute. A
third option is to find alternative protectionist instruments that evade WTO restrictions. If
this is feasible, it is in governments’ interests to use these measures because it allows them
to gain political benefits without paying any costs.
What are these alternative protectionist instruments? While a wide array of policy instruments are subject to the rules and regulations of trade regimes, governments can still
indirectly protect domestic firms against foreign competition. Besides restricting the flow
of imports or o↵ering subsidies, governments can favor domestic firms by promoting the
consumption of their products. Government procurement is one useful instrument, but governments can also encourage their citizens to buy domestically produced goods. Governments
can change how consumers think about national and foreign products by appealing to their
patriotism or by disseminating favorable information about domestic products and/or unfavorable information about foreign products. Shaping the information provided to consumers
can be an e↵ective protectionist tool because consumers are uncertain about the quality of
products, especially experience goods (Nelson, 1970), and must rely on outside information
8

to determine the quality of the goods. If they received information biased in favor of domestic products, they would consume more domestic products and fewer foreign goods than
they normally would. As a consequence, demand for foreign products would decrease, and
this would have “voluntary” protectionist e↵ects.
The news media is a key channel through which consumers gain product-related information, and thus a potential target for protectionist manipulation. I suggest two mechanisms
by which governments can exert influence on the news coverage of firms. The first mechanism
is through direct censorship. In places where press freedom is limited and governments are
heavily involved in micromanaging news content, governments can suppress the publication
of negative stories about domestic companies or goods. When a government has a direct
stake in domestic industries through state-ownership of enterprises, for instance, government
officials can try to censor negative stories because they may undermine national economic
interests.
Second, governments can a↵ect news content by maintaining a “cozy” relationship with
the media. In the case of state-owned media, influencing news coverage is straightforward.
Since state ownership induces newspapers to take government interests into account, governments can also easily suppress negative news on the pages of state-controlled newspapers.
Even when formal press freedom is guaranteed, journalists and editors may have financial
and political incentives to abstain from undermining governmental interests. Some governments have the authority to appoint top-level managers of media companies. Journalists
themselves may find it beneficial to maintain a good relationship with the government for
their career prospects. Colluding with the government can also be profitable for media firms.
Direct monetary payments are an extreme form of this; governments can also exert subtle influence through administrative decisions or legislative interventions that reward certain news
companies (Besley and Prat, 2006). Thus, when political leaders openly strive to promote
domestic industries, journalists learn these leaders’ policy priorities and may reflect those
9

priorities in their story selection.
There is one important qualifier that warrants a brief discussion with regard to a state’s
ability to manipulate information. A state with strong control over civil society can more
e↵ectively use the news media as a protectionist tool than can states where government’s
function in civil society is weaker. For instance, liberal democracies such as the United
States have a marketplace of ideas where government-issued information is thoroughly tested
and challenged. Governments in such countries are not necessarily able to maintain “cozy”
relationships with the media, and thus may not be able to collude with the media to hide
negative information about domestic firms. Therefore, attempts to use news media as a
protectionist instrument would be observed more often in states with a weak civil society.
2.2

Alternative Explanation: Nationalist Sentiments of Newspaper Readers

While I argue that government’s protectionist interests are responsible for home bias in the
media, there is an alternative explanation: that the media’s home bias reflects economic nationalism or anti-globalization attitudes among newspaper readers. International economic
integration has adversely a↵ected many individuals, generating discontent among those who
are not among its beneficiaries or who perceive economic integration to be harmful to their
own well-being or national interests (Rodrik, 1997; Stiglitz, 2002). The social and cultural
consequences of globalization also lead some people to oppose international economic integration (Margalit, 2012). These anti-globalization attitudes may generate negative sentiment
toward foreign companies, and as a consequence, may compel newspapers to present the
activities of foreign firms less favorably.
The demand-side theory of media bias suggests that newspapers, as profit-maximizing
firms, have an incentive to o↵er consumers what they want and distort stories accordingly in
order to reflect the preferences of readers (Gentzkow and Shapiro, 2008, 2010).3 According
3

Theoretical literature on media bias can be grouped into two primary perspectives: a supply-side perspective and a demand-side perspective. Theories on the supply side posit that media bias could reflect
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to this perspective, newspapers may exhibit bias against foreign firms when their readers
embrace economic nationalism and hold negative views about foreign economic influence.
These readers would prefer to read negative stories about foreign firms than about domestic
firms, and thus newspapers would be incentivized to provide more negative stories on foreign
firms to satisfy reader demand.
This conjecture focused on the demand-side is consistent with Friebel and Heinz’s (2014)
study of German media coverage of downsizing. Friebel and Heinz (2014) found that German newspapers tend to cover the downsizing of foreign firms more intensely and in a more
negative manner, and suggested that this pattern is driven by consumers’ discontent with
regard to the e↵ects of globalization. They arrived at this conclusion because this biased
tendency was found in all of the newspapers they examined. The newspapers they examined,
however, were all commercial newspapers and thus, from their work it cannot be determined
how a government’s protectionist attitudes might play a role in news coverage. To better
test this demand-driven perspective against my own argument, I outline the following competing hypotheses and test them using a sample of both government-owned and commercial
newspapers.
2.3

Hypotheses on Media’s Home Bias

Both of the above explanations suggest the existence of a home bias in media, but they
diverge on the source of this bias. While my argument views a government’s protectionist
motives as the key factor driving home bias in media, the demand-side explanation focuses on
reader discontent toward foreign companies. To distinguish between these two explanations,
the preferences of suppliers such as owners of news organizations, journalists, and editors. Baron’s (2006)
model shows that journalists may have incentives to exhibit bias in their coverage in order to increase the
probability that their stories are published, or to promote their world view. Baron (2006) also suggests that
news organizations may allow them to write biased stories because it helps to lower wage costs. Theories on
the demand side suggest that profit-maximizing newspapers supply the slant preferred by their consumers.
Gentzkow and Shapiro’s (2006) model shows that bias even arises when a media firm strives to build a
reputation as a provider of accurate information because providing information consistent with consumers’
priors is sometimes the best way to establish a firm’s reputation.
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I form two competing hypotheses, one that suggests government influence drives home bias,
and the other that suggests home bias is a response to reader demand.
If government influence were the primary driver of media bias, it would be expected that
media outlets under tighter government control would be more biased in favor of domestic
companies. The degree of government control over news media varies greatly across countries,
but even within a country, some media outlets are under more strict government control
than others due to di↵erent ownership and financing structures. When media outlets are
financially dependent on or directly owned by the government, they have various incentives
to represent government interests through their news reporting, and governments can exert
influence over these newspapers more easily. Thus, government-controlled newspapers are
expected to exhibit more bias in favor of domestic companies.
Hypothesis 1. (Government-driven bias) Government-controlled newspapers are more likely
than non-government media to exhibit bias in favor of domestic companies.
Alternatively, if popular discontent toward foreign companies drives media’s home bias,
we should observe bias also from commercial media that cater to their readers’ interests.
As commercial newspapers rely on circulation numbers and advertising sales, they have
strong incentives to satisfy reader demand and to provide stories with the slant preferred by
their readers. Thus, commercial newspapers would exhibit bias against foreign companies
when economic nationalism or anti-globalization sentiments are prevalent among newspaper
readers. Government-controlled newspapers, on the other hand, have weaker incentives to
slant news stories in response to popular discontent. They may exhibit home bias to pander
to nationalist sentiments, but only when it is deemed in government interests, because they
mainly cater to government interests. From this discussion, we can draw the following
hypothesis that diverges from the government-driven bias hypothesis.
Hypothesis 2. (Demand-driven bias) Commercial newspapers are equally or more likely to
12

exhibit bias in favor of domestic companies compared with government-controlled newspapers.
One key assumption implicit in this hypothesis is that readers of commercial newspapers
hold nationalistic attitudes. The empirical validity of this assumption in the context of this
study will be discussed in detail in the Section 6.

3
3.1

Empirical Strategy
Empirical Scope of Analysis: News Coverage by Chinese Newspapers

The main hypotheses of this study center on the ownership of newspapers: the di↵erence
between government-controlled newspapers and commercial newspapers. In order to empirically test these hypotheses, we need a sample of newspapers that di↵er in the degree
to which they are under government control but share other economic, social and political
characteristics.
For these purposes, Chinese newspapers provide an excellent opportunity. Due to the
highly localized and fragmented nature of the Chinese newspaper industry, more than 1,700
registered newspapers were operating in China as of 2013. While all newspapers in China
are ultimately under state control, the degree of this government control varies substantially
across newspapers, especially between official newspapers and non-official newspapers. Official newspapers are directly owned by party organizations and reflect the party’s position
in their news reporting. These publications are supported with public money and are circulated in offices, classrooms, and factories. Commercial newspapers, on the other hand,
are financially reliant on newsstand sales and are primarily oriented toward their readership
rather than the state (Stockmann, 2013: 68-73). The di↵ering levels of government control over newspapers which otherwise operate within common economic, social and political
environments allows us to di↵erentiate government-driven bias from demand-driven bias.
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3.2

Measuring Media Bias: News Coverage on Auto Recalls

Media bias can be defined as a systematic tendency to favor a certain party over others in
news coverage. A media outlet that is biased in favor of a certain party may slant information
in various ways by, for instance, selectively reporting positive news and omitting negative
news involving the given party. It may also use language that conveys a positive impression
of the party. Many existing studies measure bias by examining whether these two types of
behaviors are observed in a media outlet’s reporting patterns.4 This framework can be also
applied to measure home bias in the news media.
In choosing a measure for home bias in the media, however, a challenge arises, because, in
evaluating coverage of foreign versus domestic firms, it is necessary to take into account differences in product and service quality across these firms. Some firms produce better-quality
products than others, and they naturally receive more favorable coverage from the news
media. Therefore, some newspapers that appear to treat domestic firms more favorably may
actually o↵er unbiased reporting if domestic firms outperform foreign ones in product quality. For this reason, merely looking at whether newspapers present favorable or unfavorable
coverage of domestic or foreign firms is not a suitable way to study bias.
One way of addressing this challenge is to focus on a newspaper’s selective omissions:
when similar types of negative or positive events a↵ect firms, how likely is a newspaper
to cover the story when it involves a domestic versus a foreign firm? While an unbiased
newspaper would be equally likely to cover negative or positive events involving domestic
or foreign firms, a newspaper with a home bias might selectively omit coverage of negative
events a↵ecting domestic firms while covering positive events, and vice versa for foreign firms.
4

Scholars of media bias have measured bias in various ways. A study of partisan media bias by Puglisi
and Snyder (2011) focuses on the news media’s selective reporting, comparing the relative extent of coverage
of political scandals involving Republican and Democratic politicians. Other studies examine the language
of news coverage to examine media bias. Gentzkow and Shapiro (2010) study partisan bias by analyzing the
use of language that sways readers to the right or to the left on political issues (e.g. “death tax” and “tax
relief” identified as strongly Republican; “estate tax” and “tax break” identified as strongly Democrat).
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With this approach, one can establish an objective measure of media bias without explicitly
taking into account di↵erences in product quality, because comparable types of events have
similar implications for product quality.
Based on these considerations, I examine the reporting on auto recalls a↵ecting Chinese
and foreign firms and measure home bias according to the frequency and intensity of news
reporting devoted to the domestic car recalls relative to the foreign ones. Product recalls
have obvious negative implications for the quality of the products in question, and their
characteristics are comparable across di↵erent cases. A newspaper’s failure to cover such
a negative event involving a certain party would indicate its bias toward that party. The
recall of automobiles is particularly well suited to this study’s purpose because these happen
frequently and get more media attention than the recall of other products (i.e. toys, electronics, or drugs), allowing an empirical examination of reporting patterns over various time
periods. The next section provides a detailed description of the dataset on auto recalls and
their media coverage in China.
3.3

Data

In order to carry out the empirical analysis, I constructed an original dataset containing information on 472 auto recall incidents announced in China between 2005 and 2013, including
more than 5,000 news reports on these incidents by 121 Chinese newspapers.
Auto Recalls I compiled a list of auto recalls announced in China between 2005 and 2013
from the website of the Chinese government agency in charge of disseminating recall-related
information.5 For each announced recall, the website provides the name of the manufacturer,
the estimated number of a↵ected cars, and the reason for the recall. In addition, I classified
recalls into three categories according to the manufacturer: domestic, domestic-foreign joint
5

I choose this time period due to the data availability. Recall announcements in China are available
at www.qiche365.org.cn. The website provides information on recalls announced only from June 2004
around at a time when the Chinese government announced the introduction of the Provision on Regulations
on Defective Automobile Products Recall in March 2004, which took into e↵ect from October 2004. The
Provision required automobile manufacturers to recall products that are found to be defective.
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venture, or foreign. The joint venture category includes cars produced in China by foreign
investors partnering with Chinese companies (foreign automakers investing in China are
allowed to produce vehicles only through a 50-50 split ownership with Chinese partners).
The foreign producers category exclusively captures imported vehicles produced abroad by
foreign automakers.6
Table 1 compares the characteristics of recalls across the three types of manufacturers.
Among 472 recalls of passenger cars, excluding recalls of trucks or buses, 62% of recalls were
by foreign automakers, 26% were by domestic-foreign joint ventures, and 12% involved cars
produced by domestic manufacturers. The number of cars a↵ected varies considerably across
the recall incidents, from a single car to 1,200,000. Among the three types of producers,
recalls by joint venture producers, on average, tend to involve the highest number of a↵ected
cars, followed by domestic and foreign automakers. The reason for the recalls also varies
among the three types of producers to some degree, but defects in electrical systems, engines,
or steering represent the three most common reasons, accounting for roughly 60% of recall
cases for each type of producer.
Newspapers The primary empirical focus of this paper is news coverage of auto recalls
by Chinese newspapers. I examine news coverage by 121 daily general-interest newspapers,
including the state press agency, the Xinhua News Agency (Xin-hua she). I exclude newspapers with a narrow scope, such as International Finance News (Guoji jinrong bao) or China
Construction Newspaper (Zhongguo jianshe bao). I also restrict the sample to daily newspapers, excluding semi-weekly, weekly, or monthly papers since these non-daily newspapers
tend to have di↵erent reporting patterns.
I acquired the newspaper articles published in 120 newspapers through WiseNews, the
6

I code recalls announced by a joint venture producer in the foreign producer category when the recall
announcement explicitly states that the recalled cars are imported ones. This is when the domestic-foreign
joint automakers are in charge of recalling cars produced by foreign automakers and then imported to China.
The results are not sensitive to this coding decision.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics of Recalls Announced in China
Domestic Cars
Joint Venture Cars
Foreign Cars
Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev.
Recall Size
A↵ected Cars
25,470
49,194
87,794
182,782
6,599
25,465
Recall Type
Air Bag/Seat Belt
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.10
Brake
0.16
0.37
0.19
0.39
0.13
0.34
Electrical System
0.11
0.31
0.34
0.47
0.22
0.41
Engine
0.21
0.41
0.18
0.39
0.25
0.43
Powertrain
0.13
0.33
0.12
0.32
0.09
0.29
Steering
0.22
0.42
0.14
0.35
0.15
0.36
Structure/Body
0.16
0.37
0.08
0.27
0.16
0.37
Others
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.12
0.02
0.15
Observations
55
125
292
Note: Recall type variables are binary indicators for whether the recall happened due to
the specified reason (e.g. air bag/seat belt, brake, or electrical system). These variables
are not mutually exclusive because one recall event could involve multiple reasons.
Hong Kong based newspaper data provider, and the articles by Xinhua News Agency through
Factiva’s newspaper archive. WiseNews covers the whole period under examination (200513) for most newspapers. Where WiseNews’ subscription to a particular newspaper starts
later than 2005 or ends earlier than 2013, my data coverage is necessarily limited to a shorter
period. This set of newspapers covers 29 provinces, including province-level municipalities
and autonomous regions.7
For each newspaper, I collected information on the newspaper’s ownership to identify
the degree to which it is party-controlled.8 I classified newspapers into two categories: official newspapers and non-official newspapers. Official newspapers are owned and strictly
controlled by party committees at di↵erent administrative levels, CCP divisions, or partysponsored mass organizations. They mostly rely on mandatory subscription by government
departments, government-affiliated organizations, and state-owned enterprises, and are con7

The dataset does not cover Hong Kong, Macau, Guizhou Province, the Inner Mongolia Autonomous
Region, or the Tibet Autonomous Region.
8
I acquired sponsorship information from the 2006 Chinese Newspaper Directory (Zhongguo baozhi
minglu) published by the General Administration of Press and Publication, the agency that issues licenses for
newspaper publication. This information is current for 2013 because the newspaper sponsors rarely change.
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sumed in offices, classrooms, and factories. Non-official newspapers include evening newspapers that are allowed more managerial autonomy despite sponsorship by party committees
and commercial newspapers that are subsidiaries of other newspapers or press groups. Nonofficial newspapers are distinguished from official newspapers by their reliance on advertising
revenues and on street vendors for circulation. They also have greater editorial autonomy
than official newspapers. A previous analysis of the level of political control over Chinese
newspapers also found a significantly higher degree of party control over official newspapers
compared to evening or subsidiary newspapers, which I broadly group as non-official newspapers (Qin, Strömberg, and Wu, 2014). The list of newspapers along with their sponsoring
institutions and classification is available in the Appendix.
I then collected newspaper articles published by these newspapers that mention an auto
recall event. I first searched for all newspaper articles published between 2005 and 2013 that
included the word “recall” (zhaohui) in the headline, returning more than 40,000 articles.
I excluded irrelevant articles that involved non-auto product recalls or that featured the
word “recall” in other contexts. I then constructed the dataset with newspaper-recall as
a unit of observation. For each observation, I created a binary indicator Report scored
as 1 if a newspaper published an article on a given recall event within two weeks of the
recall announcement and 0 otherwise, matching the name of the newspaper, the name of the
automaker, the date of publication and the date of recall in the newspaper dataset and the
newspaper-recall dataset.
Table 2 provides a brief overview of auto recall reporting patterns, which vary widely
across newspapers. On average, newspapers covered 15.0% of all auto recalls announced in
China between 2005 and 2013. While 10 of the 121 newspapers examined never published a
story on the announced recalls, Nan Fang Daily (Nan Fang Ribao) wrote recall-related articles most frequently, covering 66.1% of the incidents, followed by the Beijing Times (Jinghua
Shibao) and the Beijing News (Xin Jing Bao), covering 61.6% and 60.8%, respectively. I
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Table 2: Summary Statistics of Auto-Recall News Reporting
Min.
Mean
Max.
0.0%
14.7%
66.1%
Total
By Manufacturer
0.0%
12.2%
58.2%
Domestic
0.0%
18.5%
70.4%
Joint Venture
0.0%
13.7%
67.1%
Foreign
By Recall Size
0.0%
13.1%
64.9%
# < 10,000
0.0%
20.7%
69.4%
# > 10,000
By Recall Type
0.0%
16.0%
69.4%
Electrical System
0.0%
14.2%
65.1%
Engine
0.0%
14.6%
67.6%
Steering
0.0%
15.4%
65.3%
Brake
Note: Entries indicate the statistics for the proportion of recalls covered by a newspaper out of all recalls. The unit of
observation is newspaper, and the statistics is based on the
observations of 121 newspapers.
also examine reporting patterns across di↵erent characteristics of auto recalls. The number
of a↵ected cars appears to be a key determinant of newspapers’ reporting decisions. Newspapers on average reported 20.7% of recalls that involved more than 10,000 vehicles, but only
13.1% of those involving fewer than 10,000 vehicles. In order to account for this di↵erence,
I control for the size and type of the recall in the empirical analysis.
Provincial-Level Indicators I identified the location of each newspaper’s headquarters
and identified province-level demographic and economic variables that could influence the
reporting patterns of newspapers operating in the region.9 Namely, I extracted variables
relating to the total yearly population of the province, regional gross domestic product,
car ownership, retail sales of automobiles, passenger car production, and foreign direct investment flow from the Access China database of the Economist Intelligence Unit.10 I also
acquired data on the annual province-level newspaper advertising revenue variable from the
9

Address information for each newspaper’s headquarter is listed in the Chinese Journalism Yearbook
(Zhongguo xin wen nian jian) series.
10
Detailed information about the database is available at http://www.eiu.com/public/accesschina/
marketing.aspx.
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China Advertising Yearbook (Zhogguo guang gao nian jian) series to account for the overall
level of newspaper commercialization in each province.

4

Empirical Analysis

4.1

Media Bias against Foreign Firms: Government-Driven vs. Demand-Driven

In order to examine whether newspapers discriminate against foreign automakers, and to
explore the source of this bias, I begin by analyzing di↵erences between official and nonofficial newspapers in their coverage of domestic and foreign auto recalls.
Analyzing the Selective Omission of Recall Incidents I first examine whether newspapers are more likely to cover recalls involving foreign automakers than recalls involving
domestic ones. In this analysis, the dependent variable Yijkt is a binary indicator Report that
is coded 1 if the newspaper i located in a province j published a news story about the recall
event k announced in a time period t, and 0 otherwise. I use the binary indicator instead of
focusing on the number of newspaper articles written per recall k because most recall events
are covered only once by each newspaper. The binary probit models are specified as follows:

Pr(Yijkt = 1) =

(↵ +

1 Foreign k

+

2 Official i

+

3 Official*Foreign ik

+ Zk + µj + ⌧t )

where Foreign takes the value of 1 if the recall involves imported foreign cars, or 0 if the
recall involves domestic or domestic-foreign joint venture cars; Official is a binary indicator
for official newspapers; vector Z denotes control variables at the recall level; µ is a vector
of province fixed e↵ects; and ⌧ is a vector of half-year fixed e↵ects. In constructing the
binary indicator Foreign, I treat both domestic firms and domestic-foreign joint ventures as
non-foreign automakers because domestic companies, which are usually state-owned, have
at least a 50% stake in the operation of joint ventures.11
11

I also estimate the models separating purely domestic companies from joint-venture companies, as presented in the Appendix.
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The main parameter of interest is

3.

The coefficient for the interaction term of Of-

ficial and Foreign indicates if bias is government-driven or not. If the media’s home bias
reflects the government’s interest in protecting domestic industry, we should observe the bias
mainly in official newspapers, and

3

should be positive and statistically significant. A pos-

itive and statistically significant coefficient for the interaction term would mean that official
newspapers tend to selectively write about recalls of imported cars.
The specification also controls for several recall-specific factors. I include Recall Size
(Logged), the logged number of a↵ected cars in each recall incident k, since a recall involving
more cars would attract more media attention. I also include seven binary indicators of
recall type (e.g. engine, brake, or electrical system) across all estimations, because some
types may receive more coverage than others. I also include province-specific fixed e↵ects
to control for any unobservable factors leading newspapers located in a specific province
to devote more coverage to auto recalls. In some models, I include the newspaper fixede↵ect instead to control for unobservable factors that may a↵ect the newspaper’s reporting
decisions. Additionally, I include half-year-specific fixed e↵ects to capture any temporal
trends in the news value of auto recall. I include recall-specific fixed e↵ects in some models
instead of half-year specific fixed e↵ects. Throughout the estimations, standard error is
clustered by recall in order to account for the dependence between di↵erent newspapers’
observations of the same recall event. I also experiment with di↵erent clustering – by recalls
or by the two-dimensions of newspapers and recalls as a robustness test.
Table 3 presents the estimation results with marginal e↵ects in the main entries and
clustered standard errors in parentheses. The results are consistent with the governmentdriven bias hypothesis. Foreign recalls generally receive more media coverage, and official
newspapers drive this tendency. The first column shows the estimate for Foreign and Official
variables. Foreign appears to be positive and significant at the 0.01 level, yet its significance
becomes weaker as its interaction term with the Official variable is added in models 2-4. The
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Table 3: Probit Models Estimating News Coverage Probability of Auto Recalls

Foreign
Official

(1)

(2)

0.036⇤⇤
(0.013)
-0.011⇤⇤
(0.004)

0.026+
(0.014)
-0.029⇤⇤
(0.006)
0.031⇤⇤
(0.009)

Official * Foreign

(3)

(4)

0.024+
0.035⇤⇤
(0.013)
(0.013)
⇤⇤
-0.041
(0.006)
0.030⇤⇤ 0.033⇤⇤
(0.009) (0.009)
0.021⇤
(0.009)

Central Party Official * Foreign
Regional Party Official
Regional Party Official * Foreign

Observations

(6)

(7)

(8)

0.026+ 0.024+
(0.014) (0.013)

-0.034⇤⇤
(0.012)
0.103⇤⇤
(0.021)
⇤⇤
-0.017 -0.027⇤⇤
(0.004) (0.006)
0.018⇤
(0.009)

Central Party Official

Province FE
Newspaper FE
Halfyear FE
Recall FE

(5)

0.098⇤⇤
(0.020)
-0.009
(0.006)
0.020⇤
(0.009)

0.141⇤⇤
(0.033)
0.020⇤
(0.009)

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

Yes
No
Yes
No

No
Yes
No
Yes

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

Yes
No
Yes
No

No
Yes
No
Yes

35246

35246

35246

32886

35246

35246

35246

32886

Marginal e↵ects; Standard errors clustered by recalls in parentheses
All models include recall-level controls: the logarithm of recall size (number of cars a↵ected by recall) and binary
indicators for recall type (i.e. airbag, brake, electrical system, engine, powertrain, steering, and structure/body).
+
p < 0.10, ⇤ p < 0.05, ⇤⇤ p < 0.01

interaction term is always positive and statistically significant at the 0.01 level. This suggests
that official newspapers are more likely to report foreign recalls than domestic recalls, while
non-official papers tend to devote more or less equal coverage to domestic and foreign recalls.
To further investigate the mechanism by which home bias occurs, I estimate additional
models presented in columns 5-8, where I include separate indicators for Central Party Official and Regional Party Official variables and their interaction terms with the Foreign
indicator. Official newspapers have di↵erent sponsoring institutions, from the central party
to various province or municipal-level parties. We would expect official newspapers sponsored
by the central party to exhibit more bias against foreign automakers. As the central party is
the main decision-making organization dealing with trade liberalization, it would be under
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more pressure from interest groups seeking protection than regional governments would be.
In addition, the Chinese automobile industry is dominated by state-owned companies, and
the central party owns the majority of them.12 Among provincial governments, only seven
out of thirty-one own automobile companies and thus, regional parties in general do not
have a significant direct stake in protecting the domestic automobile industry. From the
perspective of the government-driven bias hypothesis, then, central party-controlled newspapers would exhibit more bias against foreign automakers than regional official newspapers.
The estimation results presented in columns 5-8 are consistent with this hypothesis: central
party-controlled newspapers are more likely to cover foreign recalls than domestic ones. The
estimated coefficient for the variable Central Party Official * Foreign is always statistically
significant at the 0.01 level and substantively meaningful in the expected direction. Note also
that the estimated coefficient for the variable Regional Party Officials * Foreign is positive
and statistically significant, but its magnitude is much smaller.
I assess the substantive e↵ects of an automaker being foreign across three types of newspapers. Figure 1 describes the predicted probability that each type of newspaper covers a
recall event depending on the recall size and the domestic/foreign classification.13 As the
figure illustrates, holding the size of a recall and other factors constant, all three types of
newspapers are more likely to report foreign recalls, but the substantive e↵ect appears to be
the largest for central party officials, followed by regional party officials. For example, consider a recall incident involving 1,100 cars (ln(1, 100) ⇡ 7). While a central party-sponsored
official newspaper has a 12.5% probability of reporting the recall when it involves a domes12

Among the 47 passenger car companies listed in the 2009 China Large Corporation Yearbook, 22 companies are owned by the Assets Supervision and Administration Commission (SASAC) of the State Council, or
their joint ventures with foreign companies, 16 companies are owned by the SASAC of the provincial or municipal parties or their joint ventures with foreign companies, and the rest are privately owned. I collected the
ownership information from the annual reports of each company, available on the Shanghai Stock Exchange
website http://www.sse.com.cn, the Shenzhen Stock Exchange website http://www.szse.cn/main/, and
from companies’ own websites.
13
I calculated the probability using 1,000 simulations based on the estimation results from the sixth model,
setting the type of recall to engine.
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Figure 1: Predicted Probability of News Coverage of a Recall Event by Newspaper Type
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tic automaker, this probability almost doubles to 23.6% when the recall involves a foreign
automaker. A regional official newspaper has, on average, a 13.4% probability of reporting a
domestic recall and a 16.9% probability of reporting a foreign recall. On the other hand, the
substantive e↵ect of an automaker being foreign is marginal in a commercial newspaper that
has, on average, a 15.7% of probability of covering a domestic recall and a 17.8% probability
of covering a foreign one.
This result reveals a selective coverage pattern among official newspapers. An auto recall
does not always make it into the newspaper headlines, and journalists and editors use their
discretion in selecting which news stories to deliver. Among the many factors considered,
whether the firm in question is domestic or foreign appears to have a considerable e↵ect
on whether the recall is reported by local media, especially official media, with recalls by
domestic firms less likely to be covered. The estimated substantive e↵ect suggests that
readers of these newspapers get to read almost twice as many news articles on foreign recalls
as domestic recalls if the two types of recalls occur with similar frequency. Given that foreign
companies have announced more recalls in China in recent years, the number of articles on
foreign recalls relative to domestic recalls that readers are exposed to today may even be
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higher than this estimate suggests. In 2013, for instance, 59 foreign and 39 domestic recalls
were announced in China. According to the calculated predicted probability of reporting
by central-party officials, this translates into the publication of roughly 14 news stories on
foreign recalls, and only 5 on domestic recalls.
Analyzing the Intensity of Recall Reporting Next I examine the media’s home bias
using an alternative measure, intensity of reporting. Newspapers with a home bias would
emphasize negative stories involving foreign companies: they would provide more intensive
coverage of recalls involving foreign cars. In order to explore this possibility, I focus on the
number of words per article as the main dependent variable indicating intensity of coverage.14
Specifically, I estimate the following model focusing on those cases in which newspapers
covered a recall event:
Article Length ikt = ↵ +

1 Foreign i

+ Zk + µi + ⌧t + ✏ikt

where Z denotes control variables at the recall level. A vector of newspaper fixed e↵ects,
µ, and a vector of half-year fixed e↵ects, ⌧ , are also included to account for any newspaperspecific and temporal factors that influence the length of articles.
Table 4: Length of Article as Dependent Variable
(1)
(2)
(3)
Central Party Official
Foreign

(4)
(5)
(6)
Regional Party Official

(7)

(8)
(9)
Non-Official

27.642+ 25.328 31.220+ 16.177 16.237
9.924
5.882 6.952
3.390
(15.697) (15.496) (16.159) (14.936) (14.605) (14.926) (8.493) (8.223) (7.545)

Newspaper FE
Halfyear FE

No
No

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

Observations

304

304

304

1323

1323

1323

3473

3473

3473

Marginal e↵ects; Standard errors clustered by recalls in parentheses
All models include recall-level controls: the logarithm of recall size (number of cars a↵ected by recall) and binary
indicators for recall type (i.e. airbag, brake, electrical system, engine, powertrain, steering, and structure/body).
+
p < 0.10, ⇤ p < 0.05, ⇤⇤ p < 0.01
14

As words are not separated from one another in the Chinese language, I counted the number of words
after segmenting the sentence using the Stanford Word Segmenter (Chang, Galley, and Manning, 2008).
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Table 4 presents the estimation results: the results from central-party official papers are
placed in columns 1-3, from regional party officials in columns 4-6, and from non-official
papers in columns 7-9. Again, the results provide evidence of a government-driven media
bias. Central-party officials tend to publish longer stories on foreign auto recalls. According
to the third model, central-party officials write on average about 31 more words per article on
foreign recalls than on domestic recalls, making articles on foreign recalls about 16% longer
than the average article on a recall. For other types of newspapers, the e↵ect of foreignness
appears to be positive, but its magnitude is marginal and not statistically significant at the
conventional level.
On the whole, I find evidence of a home bias in official newspapers, especially those
controlled by the central party, and a lack of evidence for bias among non-official newspapers.
The finding that biased coverage is observed only in official newspapers (that must take into
account the interests of the party) and not in non-official newspapers (that cater primarily
to their readers’ interests) shows that government interests, not the nationalist sentiments
of newspaper readers, drive home bias.
4.2

State-Owned Enterprises and Party-Controlled Papers

The previous section demonstrated that official newspapers sponsored by provincial or municipal governments are less biased. This finding is in line with the government-driven bias
hypothesis, because regional governments in general do not have a direct stake in protecting domestic industries. However, some regional governments have a greater interest in the
automobile industry than others because they own automobile companies (domestic or joint
venture). If the government’s protectionist interest explains the presence of a home bias
in media, regional governments with a greater interest in the automobile industry should
exhibit more bias. This section conducts an empirical investigation of this expectation.
One key sub-national variation this paper exploits is di↵erences in the level of economic
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interest regional governments have in the automotive industry. While the central party owns
most of China’s state-owned automotive enterprises (SOEs), a few provincial and municipal
parties have their own automotive SOEs. As a result, these governments have a direct stake in
the operation of their local enterprises, and they have devised various protectionist measures
to favor local companies. This protectionism has continued even after China’s entry into
the WTO. For instance, the Beijing municipal government has proactively adopted various
policies to promote the Beijing Hyundai Motor Company–a joint venture between the stateowned Beijing Automotive Industry Holding Company and Hyundai Motors, a South Korean
company. These protectionist policies include the Beijing government’s successful promotion
of a Hyundai model for Beijing’s taxi fleet change prior to the 2008 Beijing Olympics (Oh,
2013). This example shows that some regional governments have an interest in promoting
the domestic automotive industry and that they seek to do so in a way that does not violate
the regulations imposed by the WTO. In this context, one would expect to observe a higher
degree of home bias among newspapers controlled by these regional governments.
I test this expectation by analyzing the reporting patterns of regional newspapers. The
localized nature of the Chinese newspaper industry allows for the examination of variation
across regions. The Chinese provinces and municipalities have official newspapers that are
controlled by provincial or municipal governments as well as non-official newspapers that are
commercial in nature. I would expect official newspapers in provinces where the regional
government has its own automotive SOE to exhibit a higher degree of bias compared to
non-official newspapers located in the same provinces or official newspapers located in other
provinces. Taking the same empirical approach used in the previous section, I estimate the
following model:
Pr(Yijkt = 1)

=

(↵ +

1 Foreign k

+

4 Officials

+

2 Officials

with Auto i +

with Auto*Foreign ik +

5 Officials

3 Officials

without Auto i

without Auto*Foreign ik + Xj + Zk + µj + ⌧t ).

This specification is similar to the one estimated in the previous section, except that here
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I focus primarily on regional newspapers and include two indicators of newspaper type–
Officials with Auto and Officials without Auto–and their respective interaction terms with
Foreign, the variable denoting recalls of foreign cars. Officials with Auto is a binary indicator, scoring 1 if newspaper i is an official newspaper in a province j where the provincial or
municipal government manages a state-owned automobile enterprise, and 0 otherwise. Officials without Auto is a binary indicator coded 1 for official newspapers located in a province
j where the provincial or municipal government does not own automobile enterprises and 0
for others. Taking for an example of newspapers in Shanghai, Jiefang Daily (Jiefang ribao),
the official newspaper controlled by the Shanghai Municipal Party Committee, is coded 1
for the Officials with Auto variable and 0 for the Officials without Auto variable, because
this party committee owns the Shanghai Automotive Group. The Shanghai Morning Post
(Xinwen Chenbao) and the Shanghai Evening Post (Xinwen Wanbao) are coded 0 for both
Officials with Auto and Officials without Auto variables because they are non-official papers
sponsored by the press group.15 The main goal of this analysis is to identify the e↵ect associated with Officials with Auto and the interaction term Officials with Auto*Foreign. Official
newspapers with an interest in the automotive industry are expected to show a greater tendency to cover recalls involving foreign automakers than those involving domestic ones, and
do so more than official newspapers in regions without any direct stake in the automotive
industry.
In addition to the control variables included in the previous analysis, I include the fol15
For the construction of this variable, I collected information on the ownership of passenger car companies listed in the 2009 China Large Corporation Yearbook relying on various sources. The main sources
include the annual reports of each company, which are available on the Shanghai Stock Exchange website
http://www.sse.com.cn, the Shenzhen Stock Exchange website http://www.szse.cn/main/, and companies’ own websites. As this yearbook does not contain information on medium-sized corporations, I
also checked the list of state-owned companies available from the website of each provincial and municipal government’s State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration to see if the list includes any passenger car companies. For instance, the list of state-owned enterprises that Beijing supervises is available
at http://www.bjgzw.gov.cn/QtCommonAction.do?method=xxcx&type=0000006010&flag_qt=6, which includes Beijing Automotive Group.
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lowing variables measured at the province level. First, I control for the log of the regional
gross domestic product and population by the million because auto SOEs might be located
in provinces with more wealth and a larger population. Second, I include the FDI inflows as
a percentage of the province’s gross domestic product. Those provinces that have attracted
more foreign investment might be more favorable towards foreign companies. Conversely,
those provinces exposed to more foreign influences might be under more pressure to protect domestic industries. Either way, this factor may influence newspapers’ relative coverage
of foreign to domestic recalls. Third, the log of the value of advertising revenue for each
province is included. The media environment in Chinese provinces varies, especially with
regard to the level of commercialization, which can be an important determinant of news
coverage. I include the value of advertising revenue reported by industry, which is a more
accurate estimate of the commercialization of local media markets than figures reported by
the media itself (Stockmann, 2013: 223). I also control for car ownership and the log of
the value of automobile retail sales at the province level because newspapers might cover
auto recall incidents more frequently if their readers are more interested in the automobile
market. Lastly, I control for the log of the value of passenger car production because auto
SOEs are likely to be located in provinces where the automotive industry plays a larger role
in the regional economy.
Table 5 presents the estimation results. I first estimate the model without adding the
interaction terms. Official newspapers in provinces where local governments have auto
SOEs appear to cover more auto recalls in general compared to official newspapers in other
provinces. In order to examine these newspapers’ relative coverage of foreign and domestic
recalls, I add the interaction terms in models 2-7. Across the estimations, the interaction
term Official with Auto * Foreign appears to be positive and statistically significant at the
0.01 level or the 0.05 level, but Official without Auto * Foreign is negative and far from
statistically significant. In other words, regional newspapers under the control of local gov29

Table 5: Probit Models Estimating E↵ect of Auto SOE Ownership on Recall News Coverage

Foreign
Officials with Auto
Officials without Auto

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

0.032⇤
(0.013)
0.060⇤⇤
(0.005)
-0.107⇤⇤
(0.005)

0.028⇤
(0.013)
0.036⇤⇤
(0.007)
-0.099⇤⇤
(0.008)
0.037⇤⇤
(0.010)
-0.019
(0.014)

0.026⇤
(0.013)
-0.003
(0.007)
-0.026⇤⇤
(0.010)
0.040⇤⇤
(0.010)
-0.015
(0.013)

0.026⇤
(0.013)
-0.003
(0.007)
-0.025⇤
(0.010)
0.040⇤⇤
(0.010)
-0.014
(0.013)
0.142⇤⇤
(0.051)
-0.000
(0.001)
0.000
(0.004)

0.024+
(0.014)
-0.006
(0.007)
-0.029⇤⇤
(0.011)
0.037⇤⇤
(0.011)
-0.009
(0.015)
0.004
(0.068)
0.000
(0.002)
0.003
(0.005)
0.003
(0.003)

0.029⇤
(0.015)
-0.004
(0.008)
-0.013
(0.014)
0.035⇤⇤
(0.011)
-0.021
(0.017)
-0.111
(0.088)
-0.030⇤⇤
(0.005)
0.018⇤⇤
(0.005)
-0.001
(0.003)
0.020⇤⇤
(0.003)
-0.077⇤⇤
(0.020)
-0.012
(0.011)

0.034⇤⇤
(0.013)
-0.009
(0.016)
-0.110
(0.093)
-0.016⇤⇤
(0.006)
0.014⇤
(0.006)
-0.001
(0.003)
0.014⇤⇤
(0.004)
-0.078⇤⇤
(0.020)
-0.004
(0.012)

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

Yes
No
Yes
No

Yes
No
Yes
No

Yes
No
Yes
No

Yes
No
Yes
No

No
Yes
No
Yes

33455

33455

33455

33455

27575

24313

22704

Officials with Auto * Foreign
Officials without Auto * Foreign
Regional GDP, logged
Population
FDI Inflows, % of GDP
Advertising Revenue in Province, logged
Car Ownership
Retail Sales of Automobile, logged
Passenger Cars Production, logged
Province FE
Newspaper FE
Halfyear FE
Recall FE
Observations

Marginal e↵ects; Standard errors clustered by recalls in parentheses
All models include recall-level controls: the logarithm of recall size (number of cars a↵ected by recall) and binary indicators for recall type (i.e. airbag, brake, electrical system, engine, powertrain, steering, and structure/body).
+
p < 0.10, ⇤ p < 0.05, ⇤⇤ p < 0.01

ernments seeking to protect the domestic automotive industry exhibit anti-foreign bias. This
tendency, however, is not observed in official newspapers controlled by governments with less
of an economic interest in the automotive industry. This suggests that not all governmentowned newspapers are biased against foreign firms. Rather, government-owned newspapers
exhibit bias only when the government has an interest in protecting domestic industries.
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Figure 2: Predicted Probability to Report the Recall Event by Auto SOE Ownership
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In order to better illustrate the result, Figure 2 describes the predicted probability of
reporting a foreign versus a domestic recall.16 As the left panel shows, newspapers controlled
by regional governments with a direct stake in the automotive industry are more likely
to report on auto recalls involving imported cars. Newspapers under the control of other
governments with no direct interest in the automotive industry, however, cover foreign recalls
about as often as domestic ones.

5

Robustness Tests

I subject my results to a series of robustness checks. All robustness checks are variations of
the original Models 3 and 7 from Table 3 and Model 6 from Table 5. The results presented
in the Appendix demonstrate that the substantive findings of this analysis of auto recall
reporting patterns remain strong across various specifications.
First, I account for di↵erences between domestic and foreign cars in order to ensure
that the findings are not driven by these di↵erences other than “being foreign” vs. “being
16

I calculated the probability using 1,000 simulations based on the estimation result from the second model.
I set the type of recall to engine.
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domestic.” The major discernible di↵erence is automobile price. Imported foreign cars
tend to be more expensive than domestically produced ones, partly because the foreign
category includes luxury brand cars. Thus, we may observe bias against foreign cars in some
newspapers simply because these newspapers tend to report on luxury cars more frequently
and intensely. In order to account for this, I additionally control for the price of recalled cars
in the empirical analysis. I also create a binary indicator for luxury brand cars and include
this indicator in the empirical analysis, and also estimate an additional model excluding
luxury brand cars from the sample. These additional variables appear to have no meaningful
e↵ect on reporting decisions.
Another notable di↵erence between domestic and foreign cars is the frequency of recalls.
Foreign automakers have announced recalls more frequently than domestic or joint-venture
automakers. This di↵erence does not explain the empirical pattern by itself, because my
empirical focus is on the probability that a given newspaper will report a recall, not on the
absolute number of news reports on foreign versus domestic recalls. It is plausible, however,
that newspapers find recalls by foreign automakers more newsworthy due to the reoccurrence
of these recalls. I account for this possibility by controlling for the cumulative number of
recalls by a manufacturer in China from 2005 to the date of the recall announcement under
analysis. Controlling this variable does not change my main findings.
Second, I exclude a subset of observations in order to ensure that my main substantive
results are not driven by a small set of observations. I successively exclude major provinces
or province-level cities, including Beijing, Guangdong, Hubei, Shanghai, and Sichuan, one by
one. The coefficients for the main variables and their substantive significance remain strong.
I also exclude recalls by manufacturers in specific countries from the sample, one by one, to
check if the biased reporting targets a specific country. The results show that the media’s
home bias remains substantial even when I exclude subsets of observations involving recalls
by manufacturers based in France, Germany, Japan, the U.S., and the U.K. This suggests
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that the news media do not make a clear distinction among producers in di↵erent countries
in making their reporting decisions.
Third, I estimate the same models with di↵erent clustering. I cluster the standard errors
by newspapers instead of by recalls. I also cluster by the two dimensions of newspaper and
recall to capture the unspecified correlation between observations of the same newspaper
in di↵erent recall reporting decisions and the dependence between observations of di↵erent
newspapers in the same recall event. I follow a standard approach for estimating standard
errors clustered by multiple dimensions (Cameron, Gelbach, and Miller, 2011; Petersen, 2009;
Thompson, 2011). The main substantive findings remain robust across the models.
Lastly, I experiment with a di↵erent coding of the Official variable by treating semiofficial newspapers as official newspapers. I originally treated evening newspapers sponsored
by party organizations as non-official papers because they mainly rely on newsstand sales.
As these newspapers are conventionally considered to be semi-official, under less government
control than official newspapers but more government control than fully commercial newspapers, I revise the coding scheme. The analysis results show that revising the coding scheme
does not change the empirical results.

6

Discussion of an Alternative Mechanism: Di↵erent Readerships

A plausible alternative mechanism of the main empirical findings could be the di↵erent
characteristics of readers of official and non-official newspapers. Official newspapers’ home
bias could be explained by the nationalistic attitudes of their readers. Such a mechanism,
however, is unlikely to hold for the following reasons. Official newspapers do not cater to
their readers but only to government interests because they do not rely on circulation or
sales of newspapers. Thus, it is unlikely that the readership characteristics account for the
reporting patterns of official newspapers. Even if we assume that official newspapers seek
to cater to more nationalistic readers, this account is unable to explain the sub-national
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variation: why regional official papers based in provinces with direct stake in the automobile
industry exhibit more bias than other regional official papers.
More importantly, official newspaper readers do not di↵er from non-official newspaper
readers in their nationalistic sentiments. According to the 2004 Beijing Area Studies survey data that included detailed questions on media consumption patterns, official newspaper
readers on average have higher income and include more CCP members, but their nationalist
attitudes do not diverge from non-official newspaper readers. Responses to two questions
can be used as a proxy measure for nationalistic attitudes of individuals: if they would like
to be born again as a Chinese citizen, and if they think China is a better country than others. To these questions, a great majority of both official and non-official newspaper readers
answered “strongly agree” or “somewhat agree” (98.2% and 86.0% of readers of only official
newspapers, 94.2% and 81.6% of readers of only commercial newspapers, and 94.4% and
80.0% of readers of both types of newspapers to the first and the second questions, respectively; see the Appendix for detailed information). This shows that nationalistic tendency
is very prevalent among Chinese people regardless of their news consumption pattern. As
non-official newspaper readers are as nationalistic as official newspaper readers, we should
have observed bias in commercial newspapers if nationalistic attitude explains the media’s
home bias.

7

Further Examination of Media Bias Beyond Recall Reporting

While the main empirical scope of this study is limited to coverage of auto recalls, I demonstrate that media bias is not unique to auto recall coverage, by expanding observations to
include other automobile-related news articles. As these additional observations include positive or neutral newspaper articles, I am able to demonstrate that newspapers are less likely
to cover positive or neutral stories when foreign automobiles are involved.
To conduct this analysis, I collected newspaper articles that contain the name of an
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Figure 3: Di↵erence in Topic Proportions: Domestic (-) vs. Foreign (+)

automaker in their headlines and the word “car” (che) or the word for measuring unit for
counting cars (liang) in their stories published by four newspapers in Beijing (Beijing Daily,
Beijing Youth Daily, Beijing Morning Post and Beijing Evening News) from 2000 to 2014.
With these 15,141 newspaper articles, I estimated the Structural Topic Model (STM) that
classify texts into a given number of categories incorporating structural information about
the texts (e.g. the year when the news article was published, or whether the news article
involves foreign cars) (Roberts et al., 2014). I estimated a 25 topic STM and examined
the e↵ect of being foreign on topic proportion. Figure 3 illustrates the di↵erence in topic
proportion between foreign and domestic automobiles. I present the results for substantively
meaningful topics while excluding topics irrelevant to automobiles. The figure demonstrates
that newspapers are more likely to write on quality problems and recalls, and less likely
to write on brand promotion, price, sales-related information, or store events for foreign
cars compared to domestic counterparts (see the Appendix for a detailed explanation of
the empirical analysis). While the results cannot serve as an objective indicator for media
bias (since foreign cars may have had more quality problems or recalls, and released less
information on sales or prices), they suggest that foreign firms may find it harder to deliver
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positive stories about their companies or products through the news media.

8

Media Bias and Consumer Behavior

Does the news media’s home bias a↵ect consumer behavior? Inducing home bias in the news
media can work as a trade barrier only when the news media can change consumer perception
of domestic and foreign products and their consumption patterns. In this section, I examine
the e↵ect of home bias in the news media by focusing on recall-related web searches and
automobile sales in the Chinese market.
8.1

Recall-Related Web Searches

I examine how the biased news reporting pattern is associated with individual awareness of
recalls by relying on web query data provided by Baidu, the largest search engine in China
with more than 80% of market share. If the media’s home bias were to a↵ect consumer
behavior, we should first observe that information provided through the news media reaches
individuals. As a way of measuring individuals’ awareness of information, I examine web
searches data because individuals who become aware of product recalls through the news
media would seek to find more information through web querying. The Baidu Index provides
the daily volume of web searches for selected keywords for all Chinese provinces from 2011
to the present.17 I collected this data for recall-related web searches for di↵erent automakers
(e.g. Great Wall recall, FAW-Volkswagen recall, or BMW recall).
With this recall-related web searches data, I examine if the following expectation holds:
as official newspapers controlled by the central party and the regional parties with auto SOEs
are more likely to report recalls involving foreign automobiles, individuals are expected to
be more aware of recalls of foreign cars than those of domestic ones, particularly in regions
where governments own auto SOEs. Figure 4 that compares the average web-search volume
for four di↵erent automakers across provinces is consistent with this expectation. First, the
17

For more information about the Baidu Index, see index.baidu.com.
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Figure 4: Recall-Related Web Searches by Automaker and Auto SOE Ownership
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average volume of recall-related web searches are higher for foreign cars (BMW and Toyota)
than for domestically produced cars (FAW-Volkswagen and Great Wall). As the market
share of FAW-Volkswagen is higher than that of BMW (8.2% versus 1.0%),18 this di↵erence
cannot be explained by the di↵erence in market share.19 Second, the search volume is higher
in provinces with auto SOE than in other provinces with regard to foreign cars, but there is
little di↵erence between two types of regions with regard to domestic cars. This pattern is
consistent with my findings on the pattern of media bias across provinces. The pattern also
implies that bias in official newspapers alone may a↵ect consumer perceptions of domestic
and foreign products even when commercial newspapers remain unbiased or less biased.
8.2

Automobile Sales

I next turn to examine the di↵erential e↵ect of recalls on sales of foreign and domestic
automakers. A number of empirical studies have demonstrated the negative e↵ect of auto18

The market share is the author’s own calculation based on the number of imported BMW cars and the
number of sold FAW-Volkswagen cars using the data available in the 2014 China Auto Market Almanac
(Zhongguo qiche shichang nianjian).
19
The di↵erence may be explained by the brand e↵ect because individuals may pay more attention to
foreign luxury brands than to joint-ventures. However, this alternative mechanism cannot explain the subnational di↵erence between auto SOE provinces and others.
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mobile recalls on sales and stockprices of the automakers (Grafton, Ho↵er, and Reilly, 1981;
Jarrell and Peltzman, 1985). One key mechanism underlying this finding is information:
when an individual receives information about an automaker’s recall decision, the individual’s perception of the automaker that produced defective cars changes, and the individual
would become less likely to purchase its products in the future. This information mechanism,
however, is less likely to work with regard to domestic automakers in the context of China
because their recalls are less likely to be reported, as suggested by my findings on media
bias. Thus, the e↵ect of automobile recalls on sales is expected to be limited for domestic
automakers compared to its e↵ect on foreign automakers.
I test this expectation by analyzing the e↵ect of recall announcements on sales of domestic
and foreign automakers in China from 2007 to 2013.20 As the provincial level sales data are
not publicly available at the automaker level in China, my analysis focuses on the yearly
sales data of di↵erent automakers without exploring sub-national di↵erence. I estimate the
following model:

Log(Sales) it = ↵ +

1 Number

of Recalls i,t

+ µi + ⌧t + ⌧t2 + ⌧t3 +

it

1

+

2 Foreign*Number

of Recalls i,t

1

+ ✏it .

The dependent variable is the yearly change in sales, measured as the logged number of
cars sold or imported for an automaker i.21 The main independent variables are the number
of recalls announced by each firm i in year t-1, and its interaction term with the binary
indicator Foreign. The main variable of interest is the interaction term, which is expected
to be negative and statistically significant. The binary variable Foreign is not separately
20

I choose this time period because the data on the number of imports of foreign cars by automakers is
not available for the year 2006, while the recall announcement data are available from 2005.
21
I use the number of car sales per year for domestic automotive companies and the number of imports
per year for foreign automotive companies due to the data availability (sales data are not available for
imported cars for each automaker). The data are from the the China Auto Market Almanac series, 20062014 (Zhongguo qiche shichang nianjian).
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estimated because I include a vector of firm fixed e↵ects, µ, throughout the models. A
yearly time trend ⌧ , its squared and cubed term along with a firm-specific time trend

are

added to some models to account for any firm-specific temporal factors.
Table 6: Regression Models Estimating E↵ect of Recalls on Sales: Foreign vs. Domestic
(1)
Number of Recalls (t-1)

-0.002
(0.025)
Foreign * Number of Recall (t-1) -0.127⇤⇤
(0.049)

(2)

(3)

0.008
(0.025)
-0.117⇤
(0.050)

0.020
(0.045)
-0.106
(0.066)

Firm FE
Yearly Trend
Firm-specific Trend

Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Observations

904

904

904

Standard errors clustered by firms in parentheses
+
p < 0.10, ⇤ p < 0.05, ⇤⇤ p < 0.01

Table 6 presents the estimation results. The results suggest that a foreign firm that announced a recall in the previous year would experience a negative e↵ect of recalls on sales,
as indicated by the negative significant coefficient on the interaction term. The announcement of recalls, however, does not appear to bring substantially negative e↵ects on sales of
domestic firms. The findings suggest that domestic firms may su↵er less from automobile
recalls compared to foreign firms. The analysis presented here is far from a complete anlaysis of automobile sales, which are influenced by many factors including price, advertising,
or other marketing strategy. Nevertheless, my findings show the di↵erential e↵ect of recalls
on automobile sales. While the e↵ect of recalls appears to be negative for foreign firms, my
analysis reveals little e↵ect of recalls on the sales of domestic cars. Again, many factors may
account for these findings, but this pattern is consistent with the expectation that the e↵ect
of recalls on domestic firms would be limited because their recall announcements are less
likely to be known among consumers due to the biased coverage of news media.
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9

Conclusion

This paper has demonstrated that newspapers in China, especially those under strict government control, exhibit systematic bias against foreign automakers. The disadvantage of
being foreign is substantial: auto recalls by foreign companies are more than twice as likely
to be reported by central government-controlled newspapers, and those news reports tend
to be more intense compared to those involving domestic automakers. This paper has also
found suggestive evidence on the e↵ect of such bias: foreign recalls become more widely
known than domestic recalls; and foreign firms experience the negative e↵ect of recalls on
their market share while its e↵ect is limited to domestic firms.
This paper’s empirical analysis pertains to China, but its implications for international
trade have broad applicability. Government ownership of news media is pervasive in other
countries as well. A survey of media ownership in 97 countries by Djankov et al. (2003) finds
that the state, on average, controls about 29% of newspapers, 60% of television stations,
and 72% of top radio stations. This suggests that news media outlets in other countries
may also face political pressure to portray domestic firms in a more positive light. One
extension of this study would be to examine how other governments use news media as a
protectionist instrument. Another possible extension would be to examine how the e↵ect of
WTO membership on import flows varies depending on the media environment of member
countries. Some governments can utilize news media to protect their domestic industries
when their trade policy is constrained by the rules of the WTO. Thus, WTO accession
may have limited influence to increase imports, especially in consumer goods, in countries
where news media are under tight government control. Exploring this question is timely
and important given that recent members of the WTO include authoritarian countries with
limited press freedom such as Russia, Saudi Arabia, and Vietnam.
Relatedly, this paper contributes to the study of regime type and trade policy. Previous
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works show that democracy leads to more free trade agreements (Mansfield, Milner, and
Rosendor↵, 2002) and lower tari↵s (Milner and Kubota, 2005), but democratic countries
protect their markets through “behind-the-door” measures such as non-tari↵ quality barriers (Kono and Rickard, 2014). As these studies suggest, democratic leaders have greater
incentives to use opaque measures in order to avoid the electoral costs of employing visible
protectionist measures. Despite these leaders’ preferences for using opaque measures, however, my finding suggests that they may be less able to do so in some areas, including the
realm of news media, where government influence is limited. In contrast, autocratic leaders,
while having less of an incentive to employ opaque instruments, are better able to do so
because their political systems are less transparent than democratic systems. Thus, a full
understanding of the impact of regime type on trade policy requires a careful assessment of
diverse policy options at the disposal of di↵erent regimes.
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Ç ǳGi2 _2+HH BM *?BM, "Jq J/2 _2+HH MMQmM+2K2Mi BM *?BM PM2 JQMi? Gi2` i?M BM i?2 la
U

V-Ǵ :mM;x?Qm .BHv

U:mM;x?Qm _B#QV- m;mbi R3- kyRy
u2bi2`/v- "Jq *?BM miQKQiBp2 h`/BM; Gi/ bm#KBii2/ `2+HH `2TQ`i iQ i?2 :2M2`H /KBMBbi`iBQM
Q7 ZmHBiv amT2`pBbBQM- AMbT2+iBQM M/ Zm`MiBM2X Ai /2+B/2/ iQ `2+HH T`i Q7 i?2 BKTQ`i2/ kyRy "Jq
8 b2`B2b :h +`b U8j8B- 88yBV #mBHi #2ir22M CMm`v Rk- kyRy M/ CmM2 jy- kyRyX h?2 +iBQM rQmH/ bi`i
7`QK m;mbi ky- kyRy- M/ i?2 MmK#2` Q7 z2+i2/ +`b BM KBMHM/ *?BM Bb 8-jy3- ++Q`/BM; iQ "JqǶb
2biBKiBQMX
.Q2b i?2 +` +QKTMv i`2i *?BM2b2 K`F2i /Bz2`2MiHv\ PrM2`b Q7 "Jq 8 b2`B2b BM *?BM ?p2 }MHHv
`2+2Bp2/ i?2 `2+HH MMQmM+2K2Mi 7`QK i?2 +QKTMv ?H7  KQMi? 7i2` i?2 bK2 MMQmM+2K2Mi rb
`2H2b2/ BM i?2 la U`2TQ`i2/ #v :mM;x?Qm .BHv QM CmHv kd- QM S;2 AAdVX aQK2 QrM2`b bmbT2+i, r?v
/Q KmHiBMiBQMH +` +QKTMB2b Hrvb `2+HH BM Qi?2` +QmMi`B2b 2`HB2` i?M BM *?BM\ A7 M ++B/2Mi
?TT2M2/ #2+mb2 Q7 i?2 /272+i- rBHH i?2 +` +QKTMv #2 `2bTQMbB#H2\ q2 ?p2 BMi2`pB2r2/ Hrv2`b
`2;`/BM; i?Bb Kii2`X
aK2 `2+HH `2bQM b BM i?2 la u2bi2`/v- i?Bb `2TQ`i2` ?2`/ i?i "Jq *?BM miQKQiBp2 h`/BM; Gi/
bm#KBii2/ `2+HH `2TQ`i iQ i?2 :2M2`H /KBMBbi`iBQM Q7 ZmHBiv amT2`pBbBQM- AMbT2+iBQM M/ Zm`MiBM2
iQ `2+HH 8-jy3 z2+i2/ +`b BM KBMHM/ *?BMX h?Bb `2TQ`i2` bim/B2/ i?i b 2`Hv b CmHv kR- "Jq ?b
MMQmM+2/ iQ `2+HH e-y3y b2`B2b 8 +`b BM i?2 la- #2+mb2 Q7 i?2 bK2 `2bQM b i?2 `2+HH BM *?BMX h?2
`2bQM Q7 i?2 `2+HH Bb KMm7+im`2 7mHiX h?2 /2i2+iQ` BM i?2 7m2H iMF +QmH/ #2 bim+F #v i?2 B` im#2?2M+2 +QmH/MǶi /2i2+i i?2 HQr2` 7m2H H2p2HX h?2 /b?#Q`/ rQMǶi #2 #H2 iQ i2HH r?2M i?2 7m2H ?b `mM
QmiX h?2 T`Q#H2K +QmH/ biHH i?2 2M;BM2 rBi?Qmi r`MBM; M/ i?2 2M;BM2 KB;?i MQi `2bi`i 7QHHQrBM; i?Bb
~K2Qmi- +mbBM; b72iv `BbFbX
Gi2 `2+HH +mb2/ [m2`v PM i?2 iBK2 /Bz2`2M+2- "Jq /B/MǶi 2tTHBM r?v i?2 `2+HH BM *?BM ?TT2M2/
HKQbi QM2 KQMi? Hi2` i?M BM i?2 laX b  Kii2` Q7 7+i- i?2 Hi2 +iBQM #v "Jq ?b +mb2/ M
MtB2iv 7`QK *?BM2b2 QrM2`bX _2TQ`i2` +?2+F2/ i?2 `2TQ`ib QM *?BM *` _2+HH r2#bBi2 r?2`2 QrM2`b
?p2 `Bb2/ +`BiB+BbK bBM+2 CmHv kNX PM2 QrM2` `Bb2/  [m2biBQM, ǳAǶK M QrM2` Q7  "Jq b2`B2b 8 +`X
A ?2`/ "Jq ?b `2+HH2/ b2`B2b 8 +`b BM i?2 laX "mi r?v MQi BM *?BM\ h?2 +`b BM *?BM ?p2 #2ii2`
[mHBiv i?M BM i?2 la\

M 2tT2`i 7`QK i?2 r2#bBi2 +QK7Q`i2/, ǳA7 i?2 /272+i 2tBbib BM *?BM- "Jq

rBHH bm`2Hv `2+HH BM *?BMXǴ h?2 *?BM2b2 K`F2i ?b #2+QK2 i?2 H`;2bi miQKQ#BH2 K`F2i BM i?2 rQ`H/
bm`TbbBM; i?2 lXaX 6Q` "Jq- *?BM Bb i?2 i?B`/ H`;2bi K`F2i BM i?2 rQ`H/ 7QHHQrBM; :2`KMv M/
LQ`i? K2`B+X >Qr2p2`- i?2 `2+HH MMQmM+2K2Mi K/2 v2bi2`/v biBHH b?Qrb  /Bb+`BKBMiBQM ;BMbi
*?BM2b2 K`F2iX
Grv2`, lM2[mH MMQmM+2K2Mi rBHH #2 +QMbB/2`2/ b KHB+BQmb +iX
6`QK i?2 BM+B/2Mib Q7 hQvQi Qp2`b2 `2+HHb M/ "Jq `2+HHb- i?2`2Ƕb TQbbB#BHBiv Q7 /Bb+`BKBMiBQM- bB/
"2BvmM *?2M- b2MBQ` T`iM2` Q7 .+?2M; Gr P{+2b BM :mM;x?Qm- r?Q Bb +QMbBbi2MiHv 7QHHQrBM; i?2
+QMbmK2`bǶ `B;?iX ǳq?2M i?2`2 Bb  [mHBiv T`Q#H2K- Qp2`b2 +QKTMB2b MQ`KHHv +QMbB/2` T`Qi2+iBM; i?2
la +QMbmK2`b }`biX h?2b2 BM+B/2Mib ?TT2M MQi QMHv BM miQKQ#BH2 BM/mbi`v- #mi HbQ BM K2/B+H M/
Qi?2` BM/mbi`B2bX h?2b2 +QKTMB2b ?p2 /BpB/2/ i?2 rQ`H/ BMiQ b2p2`H `2;BQMb- M/ i?2v i`2i i?2b2 `2@

SS@e

;BQMb /Bz2`2MiHvXǴ b i?2 *?BM2b2 miQKQ#BH2 K`F2i ?p2 /2p2HQT2/ [mB+FHv- i?2b2 +` +QKTMB2b b?QmH/
i`2i mb KQ`2 BKTQ`iMiHvX "mi BM 7+i- bBM+2 i?2 H+F Q7 +QMbmK2`bǶ `B;?i T`Qi2+iBQM M/ +QKKmMB+@
iBQM +?MM2Hb- KmHiBMiBQMH +QKTMB2b biBHH Qp2`HQQF *?BM2b2 K`F2i +?`QMB+HHvX ++B/2Mib ?TT2M2/
/m`BM; i?Bb T2`BQ/- b?QmH/ #2 +QMbB/2`2/ b KHB+BQmb +i #v i?2 +` +QKTMv- "2BvmM *?2M //2/X
ǳh?2 #B;;2bi T`2bbm`2 Q7 i?2 +QKTMB2b Bb MQi 7`QK +QMbmK2`b- #mi i?2 `2TmiiBQM- r?B+? z2+i i?2B` `2H
bH2b `2+Q`/bXǴ >2 bm;;2bib *?BM iQ KF2 7m`i?2` 2zQ`i QM BKT`QpBM; +QMbmK2`bǶ `B;?i T`Qi2+iBQM bvbi2KX
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_Q#mbiM2bb

AM i?2 7QHHQrBM; bm#b2+iBQMb- A T`2b2Mi i?2 `Q#mbiM2bb MHvbBb Q7 `2+HH `2TQ`iBM; Tii2`MX HH KQ/2Hb
`2 p`BiBQM Q7 i?2 Q`B;BMH JQ/2H j M/ JQ/2H d 7`QK h#H2 j M/ JQ/2H e 7`QK h#H2 8 T`2b2Mi2/
BM i?2 KBM TT2`X 1+? i#H2 +QMiBMb i?`22 bm#@i#H2b, i?2 }`bi bm#@i#H2 T`2b2Mib i?2 `2bmHib Q7
i?2 KQ/2Hb i?i /BbiBM;mBb? Q{+BH M2rbTT2`b 7`QK MQM@Q{+BH QM2bc i?2 b2+QM/ bm#@i#H2 T`2b2Mib
i?2 `2bmHib Q7 i?2 KQ/2Hb i?i KF2  /BbiBM+iBQM #2ir22M +2Mi`H T`iv@+QMi`QHH2/ Q{+BH M2rbTT2`b
M/ `2;BQMH T`iv@+QMi`QHH2/ Q{+BH M2rbTT2`b- M/ i?2 }MH bm#@i#H2 T`2b2Mib i?2 `2bmHib Q7 i?2
KQ/2Hb i?i 2biBKi2 i?2 2z2+i Q7 `2;BQMH ;Qp2`MK2MiH biF2 BM i?2 miQKQ#BH2 BM/mbi`vX b i?2 i#H2b
/2KQMbi`i2- i?2 KBM }M/BM;b `2KBM `Q#mbi iQ /Bz2`2Mi bT2+B}+iBQMbX
miQ S`B+2b *QMi`QH AKTQ`i2/ +`b `2 KQ`2 2tT2MbBp2 i?M /QK2biB+ +`b QM p2`;2- M/ i?Bb
T`B+2 /Bz2`2M+2 Kv ++QmMi 7Q` i?2 `2TQ`iBM; Tii2`M B7 Q{+BH M2rbTT2`b i`;2i Hmtm`v KQ/2Hb BMbi2/
Q7 BKTQ`i2/ +`bX A ++QmMi 7Q` T`B+2 /Bz2`2M+2 #v 2biBKiBM; i?2 KQ/2Hb +QMi`QHHBM; 7Q` i?2 T`B+2 Q7
`2+HH2/ +`b UJQ/2H RV- +QMi`QHHBM; 7Q` Hmtm`v KQ/2Hb UJQ/2H kV- M/ 2t+Hm/BM; Hmtm`v KQ/2Hb 7`QK i?2
Q#b2`piBQMb UJQ/2H jV b T`2b2Mi2/ BM h#H2 kX A +QHH2+i2/ BM7Q`KiBQM QM miQKQ#BH2 T`B+2b 7`QK i?2
r2#bBi2 ?iiT,ff+`X#BimiQX+QKfX b i?2 T`B+2 p`B2b /2T2M/BM; QM /Bz2`2Mi QTiBQMb rBi?BM i?2 bK2
+` KQ/2H- A +?QQb2 iQ mb2 i?2 HQr2bi T`B+2 7Q` 2+? KQ/2HX q?2M QM2 `2+HH BMpQHp2b b2p2`H +` KQ/2HbA iF2 i?2 p2`;2 Q7 i?2 HQr2bi T`B+2b Q7 HH BMpQHp2/ KQ/2HbX b i?2 T`B+2 Q7 HH `2+HH2/ +`b Bb MQi
pBH#H2- A //BiBQMHHv +`2i2/  #BM`v p`B#H2 BM/B+iBM; Hmtm`v +`b UBX2X miQKQ#BH2b KMm7+im`2/
#v i?2 7QHHQrBM; KF2`b, biQM J/BM;- m/B- "2MiH2v- "Jq- */BHH+- 62```B- AM}MBiB- GM/ _Qp2`GK#Q`;?BMB- G2tmb- Jb2`iB- J2`+2/2b@"2Mx- SQ`b+?2- _QHHb@_Qv+2- oQHpQVX h?2 `2bmHib /2KQMbi`i2
i?i i?2 T`B+2 /Bz2`2M+2 #2ir22M /QK2biB+ M/ BKTQ`i2/ +`b /Q2b MQi /`Bp2 i?2 KBM `2bmHibX
_2+HH 6`2[m2M+v *QMi`QH AM Q`/2` iQ ++QmMi 7Q` i?2 /Bz2`2M+2 BM i?2 7`2[m2M+v Q7 `2+HHb #2ir22M
/QK2biB+ M/ 7Q`2B;M +`b- A +QMi`QH 7Q` i?2 +mKmHiBp2 MmK#2` Q7 `2+HHb #v 2+? KMm7+im`2` 7`QK
kyy8 iQ i?2 iBK2 Q7 `2+HH mM/2` MHvbBbX h#H2 j b?Qrb i?i i?2 KBM `2bmHib `2KBM `Q#mbi iQ i?2
BM+HmbBQM Q7 i?Bb //BiBQMH +QMi`QHX
_2;BQMH 1t+HmbBQMb A 2biBKi2 i?2 KQ/2Hb bm++2bbBp2Hv 2t+Hm/BM; KDQ` T`QpBM+2b Q` T`QpBM+2@
H2p2H +BiB2b 7`QK i?2 bKTH2X AM h#H2 9- A 2t+Hm/2 HH M2rbTT2`b rBi? ?2/[m`i2`b BM i?2 bT2+B}+
`2;BQM- 7`QK "2BDBM;- :mM;/QM;- >m#2B- M/ a?M;?B iQ aB+?mMX
*QmMi`v 1t+HmbBQMb A HbQ 2biBKi2 i?2 KQ/2Hb bm++2bbBp2Hv 2t+Hm/BM; `2+HHb +`b Q7 KMm7+im`@
2`b Q7 bT2+B}+ +QmMi`B2b 7`QK i?2 bKTH2X h#H2 8 T`2b2Mib i?2 `2bmHib 7`QK 2t+Hm/BM; 7`QK 6`M+2:2`KMv- CTM- M/ i?2 lXaX iQ i?2 lXEX- QM2 #v QM2X
.Bz2`2Mi *Hmbi2`BM; h#H2 e T`2b2Mib i?2 2biBKiBQM `2bmHib Q7 i?2 KQ/2Hb rBi? irQ /Bz2`2Mi
+Hmbi2`BM; Ĝ QM2 rBi? +Hmbi2`BM; #v M2rbTT2`b M/ MQi?2` rBi? +Hmbi2`BM; #v irQ@/BK2MbBQMb, `2+HH@
M2rbTT2`bX
.Bz2`2Mi *Q/BM; Q7 P{+BH L2rbTT2`b AM h#H2 d- A 2tT2`BK2Mi rBi? /Bz2`2Mi +Q/BM; Q7
Q{+BH M2rbTT2`b #v i`2iBM; b2KB@Q{+BH M2rbTT2`b b Q{+BH M2rbTT2`bX

SS@3

kXR

miQ S`B+2b *QMi`QH
h#H2 k, _Q#mbiM2bb MHvbBb Q7 _2+HH _2TQ`iBM; rBi? miQ S`B+2b *QMi`QH
URV
miQ S`B+2 *QMi`QH

UkV
Gmtm`v JQ/2H *QMi`QH

UjV
LQM@Gmtm`v PMHv

h?2 1z2+i Q7 :Qp2`MK2Mi *QMi`QH Qp2` L2rbTT2`b QM _2+HH _2TQ`iBM;
6Q`2B;M
P{+BH
P{+BH

6Q`2B;M

P#b2`piBQMb

yXykN∗
UyXyR9V
@yXy9R∗∗
UyXyyeV
yXykd∗∗
UyXyRyV

yXykj+
UyXyRjV
@yXy9R∗∗
UyXyyeV
yXyjy∗∗
UyXyyNV

yXyRj
UyXyReV
@yXy99∗∗
UyXyyeV
yXyjR∗∗
UyXyRRV

kN3j9

j8k9e

kjRe3

h?2 1z2+i Q7 *2Mi`H S`iv *QMi`QH Qp2` L2rbTT2`b QM _2+HH _2TQ`iBM;
6Q`2B;M
*2Mi`H S`iv P{+BH
_2;BQMH S`iv P{+BH
*2Mi`H S`iv P{+BH
_2;BQMH S`iv P{+BH

6Q`2B;M
6Q`2B;M

P#b2`piBQMb

yXyk3∗
UyXyR9V
@yXRjN∗∗
UyXyyeV
@yXyy3
UyXyydV
yXyNe∗∗
UyXykkV
yXyRd+
UyXyRyV

yXykj+
UyXyRjV
@yXRjk∗∗
UyXyyeV
@yXyyN
UyXyyeV
yXyN3∗∗
UyXykyV
yXyky∗
UyXyyNV

yXyRk
UyXyReV
@yXRjd∗∗
UyXyydV
@yXyRj∗
UyXyydV
yXRR8∗∗
UyXykdV
yXyRN
UyXyRkV

kN3j9

j8k9e

kjRe3

h?2 1z2+i Q7 _2;BQMH S`iv AMi2`2bi BM miQ AM/mbi`v QM _2+HH _2TQ`iBM;
6Q`2B;M
P{+BHb rBi? miQ
P{+BHb rBi?Qmi miQ
P{+BHb rBi? miQ

6Q`2B;M

P{+BHb rBi?Qmi miQ
P#b2`piBQMb

6Q`2B;M

yXykN+
UyXyReV
@yXy8e∗∗
UyXyy3V
@yXyy3
UyXyReV
yXy9j∗∗
UyXyRkV
@yXykd
UyXyRNV

yXyk8+
UyXyR8V
@yXy88∗∗
UyXyydV
@yXyRj
UyXyR9V
yXy9d∗∗
UyXyRRV
@yXykk
UyXyRdV

yXyR8
UyXyRNV
@yXy8e∗∗
UyXyy3V
@yXykj
UyXyR8V
yXy9e∗∗
UyXyR8V
@yXyke
UyXykjV

kReN3

k83Ry

Re898

J`;BMH 2z2+ibc aiM/`/ 2``Q`b +Hmbi2`2/ #v `2+HH BM T`2Mi?2b2b
+
p < 0.10- ∗ p < 0.05- ∗∗ p < 0.01
HH KQ/2Hb BM+Hm/2 }t2/ 2z2+ib 7Q` T`QpBM+2 M/ ?H7 v2` b r2HH b `2+HH@H2p2H +QMi`QHb, i?2 HQ;`Bi?K Q7 `2+HH bBx2 M/
#BM`v BM/B+iQ`b 7Q` `2+HH ivT2X JQ/2Hb 7Q` 2biBKiBM; i?2 2z2+i Q7 `2;BQMH T`iv BMi2`2bi BM i?2 miQ BM/mbi`v BM+Hm/2
//BiBQMH T`QpBM+2@H2p2H +QMi`QHb b BM i?2 JQ/2H UeV Q7 h#H2 8X

SS@N

kXk

_2+HH 6`2[m2M+v *QMi`QH
h#H2 j, _Q#mbiM2bb MHvbBb Q7 _2+HH _2TQ`iBM; rBi? _2+HH 6`2[m2M+v *QMi`QH
URV
_2+HH 6`2[m2M+v *QMi`QH
h?2 1z2+i Q7 :Qp2`MK2Mi *QMi`QH Qp2` L2rbTT2`b QM _2+HH _2TQ`iBM;
6Q`2B;M

yXyk9+
UyXyRjV
@yXyjy∗∗
UyXyy8V
yXyRk+
UyXyydV

P{+BH
P{+BH

6Q`2B;M

P#b2`piBQMb

j8y8d

h?2 1z2+i Q7 *2Mi`H S`iv *QMi`QH Qp2` L2rbTT2`b QM _2+HH _2TQ`iBM;
6Q`2B;M

yXyRN
UyXyR9V
@yXRjk∗∗
UyXyyeV
@yXyyN
UyXyyeV
yXyNN∗∗
UyXykyV
yXyky∗
UyXyyNV

*2Mi`H S`iv P{+BH
_2;BQMH S`iv P{+BH
*2Mi`H S`iv P{+BH
_2;BQMH S`iv P{+BH

6Q`2B;M
6Q`2B;M

P#b2`piBQMb

j8k9e

h?2 1z2+i Q7 _2;BQMH S`iv AMi2`2bi BM miQ AM/mbi`v QM _2+HH _2TQ`iBM;
6Q`2B;M

yXyRe
UyXyR8V
@yXy8e∗∗
UyXyydV
@yXyRj
UyXyR9V
yXy9d∗∗
UyXyRRV
@yXykk
UyXyRdV

P{+BHb rBi? miQ
P{+BHb rBi?Qmi miQ
P{+BHb rBi? miQ

6Q`2B;M

P{+BHb rBi?Qmi miQ

6Q`2B;M

P#b2`piBQMb

k83Ry

J`;BMH 2z2+ibc aiM/`/ 2``Q`b +Hmbi2`2/ #v `2+HH BM T`2Mi?2b2b
+
p < 0.10- ∗ p < 0.05- ∗∗ p < 0.01
HH KQ/2Hb BM+Hm/2 }t2/ 2z2+ib 7Q` T`QpBM+2 M/ ?H7 v2` b r2HH b `2+HH@H2p2H +QMi`QHb, i?2 HQ;`Bi?K Q7
`2+HH bBx2 M/ #BM`v BM/B+iQ`b 7Q` `2+HH ivT2X JQ/2Hb 7Q` 2biBKiBM; i?2 2z2+i Q7 `2;BQMH T`iv BMi2`2bi
BM i?2 miQ BM/mbi`v BM+Hm/2 //BiBQMH T`QpBM+2@H2p2H +QMi`QHb b BM i?2 JQ/2H UeV Q7 h#H2 8X

SS@Ry

kXj

_2;BQMH 1t+HmbBQMb
h#H2 9, _Q#mbiM2bb MHvbBb Q7 _2+HH _2TQ`iBM; rBi? _2;BQM 1t+HmbBQMb
URV
"2BDBM;

UkV
:mM;/QM;

UjV
>m#2B

U9V
a?M;?B

U8V
aB+?mM

h?2 1z2+i Q7 :Qp2`MK2Mi *QMi`QH Qp2` L2rbTT2`b QM _2+HH _2TQ`iBM;
6Q`2B;M
P{+BH
P{+BH

6Q`2B;M

P#b2`piBQMb

yXyRj
UyXyRkV
@yXyyR
UyXyyeV
yXyjN∗∗
UyXyyNV

yXykk+
UyXyRkV
@yXyek∗∗
UyXyyeV
yXyk8∗∗
UyXyyNV

yXykd∗
UyXyRjV
@yXyRk∗
UyXyyeV
yXyjj∗∗
UyXyyNV

yXykR+
UyXyRjV
@yXyRj∗
UyXyyeV
yXykN∗∗
UyXyyNV

yXyk8∗
UyXyRjV
@yXyyN
UyXyyeV
yXyjR∗∗
UyXyyNV

jRd9R

kd3d9

jk3R9

jR3RN

jkNNe

h?2 1z2+i Q7 *2Mi`H S`iv *QMi`QH Qp2` L2rbTT2`b QM _2+HH _2TQ`iBM;
6Q`2B;M
*2Mi`H S`iv P{+BH
_2;BQMH S`iv P{+BH
*2Mi`H S`iv P{+BH
_2;BQMH S`iv P{+BH

6Q`2B;M
6Q`2B;M

P#b2`piBQMb

yXyRj
UyXyRkV
yX9kk∗∗
UyXye8V
yXyye
UyXyyeV
yXRyk∗∗
UyXyRNV
yXykd∗∗
UyXyyNV

yXykk+
UyXyRkV
yX9yy∗∗
UyXyeeV
@yXy8k∗∗
UyXyyeV
yXyNj∗∗
UyXyRNV
yXyyd
UyXyRyV

yXykd∗
UyXyRjV
yX98R∗∗
UyXye8V
@yXyy8
UyXyyeV
yXyN8∗∗
UyXykyV
yXykR∗
UyXyyNV

yXykR+
UyXyRjV
yX9kN∗∗
UyXye8V
@yXyy8
UyXyyeV
yXyNd∗∗
UyXykyV
yXyRe+
UyXyyNV

yXyk8∗
UyXyRjV
yX998∗∗
UyXye8V
@yXyyk
UyXyydV
yXyNd∗∗
UyXykyV
yXyR3+
UyXyyNV

jRd9R

kd3d9

jk3R9

jR3RN

jkNNe

h?2 1z2+i Q7 _2;BQMH S`iv AMi2`2bi BM i?2 miQ AM/mbi`v QM _2+HH _2TQ`iBM;
6Q`2B;M
P{+BHb rBi? miQ
P{+BHb rBi?Qmi miQ
P{+BHb rBi? miQ

6Q`2B;M

P{+BHb rBi?Qmi miQ
P#b2`piBQMb

6Q`2B;M

yXyRN
UyXyRjV
yXykN∗∗
UyXyy3V
@yXyRe
UyXyRkV
yXyjd∗∗
UyXyRkV
@yXyRR
UyXyR8V

yXykd∗
UyXyRjV
@yXyde∗∗
UyXyy3V
@yXyRd
UyXyRkV
yXyjR∗
UyXyReV
@yXyR8
UyXyR8V

yXyjj∗
UyXyR8V
@yXyyk
UyXyy3V
@yXyRR
UyXyReV
yXyjR∗∗
UyXyRkV
@yXyRd
UyXyRNV

yXykd+
UyXyR9V
yXyy9
UyXyy3V
@yXyRj
UyXyR9V
yXyk3∗
UyXyRkV
@yXykk
UyXyRdV

yXyk3+
UyXyR8V
@yXyy8
UyXyy3V
@yXyR9
UyXyR8V
yXyj8∗∗
UyXyRkV
@yXyky
UyXyR3V

kR9N9

R38yN

kk9eN

kR8dk

k9yej

J`;BMH 2z2+ibc aiM/`/ 2``Q`b +Hmbi2`2/ #v `2+HH BM T`2Mi?2b2b
+
p < 0.10- ∗ p < 0.05- ∗∗ p < 0.01
HH KQ/2Hb BM+Hm/2 }t2/ 2z2+ib 7Q` T`QpBM+2 M/ ?H7 v2` b r2HH b `2+HH@H2p2H +QMi`QHb, i?2 HQ;`Bi?K Q7 `2@
+HH bBx2 M/ #BM`v BM/B+iQ`b 7Q` `2+HH ivT2X JQ/2Hb 7Q` 2biBKiBM; i?2 2z2+i Q7 `2;BQMH T`iv BMi2`2bi BM i?2
miQ BM/mbi`v BM+Hm/2 //BiBQMH T`QpBM+2@H2p2H +QMi`QHb b BM i?2 JQ/2H UeV Q7 h#H2 8X

SS@RR

kX9

*QmMi`v 1t+HmbBQMb
h#H2 8, _Q#mbiM2bb MHvbBb Q7 _2+HH _2TQ`iBM; rBi? *QmMi`v 1t+HmbBQMb
URV
6`M+2

UkV
:2`KMv

UjV
CTM

U9V
la

U8V
lE

h?2 1z2+i Q7 :Qp2`MK2Mi *QMi`QH Qp2` L2rbTT2`b QM _2+HH _2TQ`iBM;
6Q`2B;M
P{+BH
P{+BH

6Q`2B;M

P#b2`piBQMb

yXyk3∗
UyXyRjV
@yXy9y∗∗
UyXyyeV
yXyjR∗∗
UyXyyNV

yXyyd
UyXyRjV
@yXy9k∗∗
UyXyyeV
yXyjj∗∗
UyXyRyV

yXykR
UyXyR8V
@yXy9y∗∗
UyXyyeV
yXyjR∗∗
UyXyyNV

yXyke∗
UyXyRjV
@yXy9R∗∗
UyXyyeV
yXyjy∗∗
UyXyyNV

yXykd∗
UyXyRjV
@yXy9y∗∗
UyXyyeV
yXyke∗∗
UyXyyNV

jjey9

kN9kd

k3d8y

jj9ey

jkkk9

h?2 1z2+i Q7 *2Mi`H S`iv *QMi`QH Qp2` L2rbTT2`b QM _2+HH _2TQ`iBM;
6Q`2B;M
*2Mi`H S`iv P{+BH
_2;BQMH S`iv P{+BH
*2Mi`H S`iv P{+BH
_2;BQMH S`iv P{+BH

6Q`2B;M
6Q`2B;M

P#b2`piBQMb

yXykd∗
UyXyRjV
@yXRjk∗∗
UyXyyeV
@yXyyN
UyXyyeV
yXRy9∗∗
UyXykRV
yXyky∗
UyXyyNV

yXyye
UyXyR9V
@yXRj9∗∗
UyXyyeV
@yXyRy
UyXyyeV
yXRyN∗∗
UyXykkV
yXykk∗
UyXyRyV

yXyky
UyXyR8V
@yXRjk∗∗
UyXyyeV
@yXyyN
UyXyyeV
yXyNR∗∗
UyXykRV
yXykj∗
UyXyRyV

yXyke+
UyXyRjV
@yXRj8∗∗
UyXyyeV
@yXyRy
UyXyyeV
yXyNN∗∗
UyXykRV
yXyky∗
UyXyyNV

yXykd∗
UyXyRjV
@yXRjR∗∗
UyXyyeV
@yXyyN
UyXyyeV
yXyNN∗∗
UyXykRV
yXyR8+
UyXyyNV

jjey9

kN9kd

k3d8y

jj9ey

jkkk9

h?2 1z2+i Q7 _2;BQMH S`iv AMi2`2bi BM miQ AM/mbi`v QM _2+HH _2TQ`iBM;
6Q`2B;M
P{+BHb rBi? miQ
P{+BHb rBi?Qmi miQ
P{+BHb rBi? miQ

6Q`2B;M

P{+BHb rBi?Qmi miQ
P#b2`piBQMb

6Q`2B;M

yXyjy∗
UyXyR8V
@yXyyj
UyXyy3V
@yXyR8
UyXyR9V
yXyjR∗∗
UyXyRkV
@yXyR3
UyXyR3V

yXykR
UyXyReV
@yXyy8
UyXyy3V
@yXyRj
UyXyR9V
yXyjd∗∗
UyXyRjV
@yXyR8
UyXyRNV

yXykk
UyXyReV
@yXyy9
UyXyy3V
@yXyRk
UyXyR9V
yXyj3∗∗
UyXyRkV
@yXyR3
UyXyRNV

yXyjk∗
UyXyR8V
@yXyy8
UyXyy3V
@yXyR8
UyXyR9V
yXyj9∗∗
UyXyRkV
@yXykj
UyXyR3V

yXyjR∗
UyXyR8V
@yXyyj
UyXyy3V
@yXyRj
UyXyR9V
yXyj9∗∗
UyXyRkV
@yXyje∗
UyXyRdV

kjRRN

ky98e

RNNe3

kkNy3

kkk83

J`;BMH 2z2+ibc aiM/`/ 2``Q`b +Hmbi2`2/ #v `2+HH BM T`2Mi?2b2b
+
p < 0.10- ∗ p < 0.05- ∗∗ p < 0.01
HH KQ/2Hb BM+Hm/2 }t2/ 2z2+ib 7Q` T`QpBM+2 M/ ?H7 v2` b r2HH b `2+HH@H2p2H +QMi`QHb, i?2 HQ;`Bi?K Q7
`2+HH bBx2 M/ #BM`v BM/B+iQ`b 7Q` `2+HH ivT2X JQ/2Hb 7Q` 2biBKiBM; i?2 2z2+i Q7 `2;BQMH T`iv BMi2`2bi
BM i?2 miQ BM/mbi`v BM+Hm/2 //BiBQMH T`QpBM+2@H2p2H +QMi`QHb b BM i?2 JQ/2H UeV Q7 h#H2 8X

SS@Rk

kX8

.Bz2`2Mi *Hmbi2`BM;
h#H2 e, _Q#mbiM2bb MHvbBb Q7 _2+HH _2TQ`iBM; rBi? .Bz2`2Mi *Hmbi2`BM;
URV
*Hmbi2`BM; #v L2rbTT2`

UkV
hrQ@rv *Hmbi2`BM;

h?2 1z2+i Q7 :Qp2`MK2Mi *QMi`QH Qp2` L2rbTT2`b QM _2+HH _2TQ`iBM;
6Q`2B;M
P{+BH
P{+BH

6Q`2B;M

P#b2`piBQMb

yXyk9∗∗
UyXyyeV
@yXy9R
UyXyk3V
yXyjy∗
UyXyR9V

yXyk9+
UyXyRjV
@yXy9R∗∗
UyXyyeV
yXyjy∗∗
UyXyy3V

j8k9e

j8k9e

h?2 1z2+i Q7 *2Mi`H S`iv *QMi`QH Qp2` L2rbTT2`b QM _2+HH _2TQ`iBM;
6Q`2B;M
*2Mi`H S`iv P{+BH
_2;BQMH S`iv P{+BH
*2Mi`H S`iv P{+BH
_2;BQMH S`iv P{+BH

6Q`2B;M
6Q`2B;M

P#b2`piBQMb

yXyk9∗∗
UyXyyeV
@yXRjk∗∗
UyXykNV
@yXyyN
UyXyk3V
yXyN3∗∗
UyXyRdV
yXyky
UyXyRjV

yXyk9+
UyXyRjV
@yXRjk∗∗
UyXyy3V
@yXyyN
UyXyyeV
yXyN3∗∗
UyXyykV
yXyky∗
UyXyy9V

j8k9e

j8k9e

h?2 1z2+i Q7 _2;BQMH S`iv AMi2`2bi BM miQ AM/mbi`v QM _2+HH _2TQ`iBM;
6Q`2B;M
P{+BHb rBi? miQ
P{+BHb rBi?Qmi miQ
P{+BHb rBi? miQ

6Q`2B;M

P{+BHb rBi?Qmi miQ
P#b2`piBQMb

6Q`2B;M

yXykN∗∗
UyXyydV
@yXyy9
UyXy9jV
@yXyRj
UyXyk8V
yXyj8∗
UyXyR9V
@yXykR
UyXykyV

yXykN∗
UyXyR8V
@yXyy9
UyXyy3V
@yXyRj
UyXyR9V
yXyj8∗∗
UyXyRRV
@yXykR
UyXyR3V

k9jRj

k9jRj

J`;BMH 2z2+ibc aiM/`/ 2``Q`b +Hmbi2`2/ #v M2rbTT2` URV M/ #v `2+HH@M2rbTT2` UkV BM T`2Mi?2b2b
+
p < 0.10- ∗ p < 0.05- ∗∗ p < 0.01
HH KQ/2Hb BM+Hm/2 }t2/ 2z2+ib 7Q` T`QpBM+2 M/ ?H7 v2` b r2HH b `2+HH@H2p2H +QMi`QHb, i?2 HQ;`Bi?K Q7 `2+HH bBx2
`M/ #BM`v BM/B+iQ`b 7Q` `2+HH ivT2X JQ/2Hb 7Q` 2biBKiBM; i?2 2z2+i Q7 `2;BQMH T`iv BMi2`2bi BM i?2 miQ BM/mbi`v
BM+Hm/2 //BiBQMH T`QpBM+2@H2p2H +QMi`QHb b BM i?2 JQ/2H UeV Q7 h#H2 8X

SS@Rj

kXe

.Bz2`2Mi *Q/BM; Q7 P{+BH L2rbTT2`b

h#H2 d, _Q#mbiM2bb MHvbBb Q7 _2+HH _2TQ`iBM; rBi? .Bz2`2Mi *Q/BM; Q7 P{+BH L2rbTT2`b
URV
.Bz2`2Mi *Q/BM; Q7 P{+BH L2rbTT2`b
h?2 1z2+i Q7 :Qp2`MK2Mi *QMi`QH Qp2` L2rbTT2`b QM _2+HH _2TQ`iBM;
6Q`2B;M

yXyk8∗
UyXyRjV
@yXyRk∗
UyXyy8V
yXykd∗∗
UyXyy3V

P{+BH
P{+BH

6Q`2B;M

P#b2`piBQMb

j8k9e

h?2 1z2+i Q7 *2Mi`H S`iv *QMi`QH Qp2` L2rbTT2`b QM _2+HH _2TQ`iBM;
6Q`2B;M

yXyk9+
UyXyRjV
yX99k∗∗
UyXye8V
@yXyyN
UyXyyeV
yXyN3∗∗
UyXykyV
yXyky∗
UyXyyNV

*2Mi`H S`iv P{+BH
_2;BQMH S`iv P{+BH
*2Mi`H S`iv P{+BH
_2;BQMH S`iv P{+BH

6Q`2B;M
6Q`2B;M

P#b2`piBQMb

j8k9e

h?2 1z2+i Q7 _2;BQMH S`iv AMi2`2bi BM miQ AM/mbi`v QM _2+HH _2TQ`iBM;
6Q`2B;M

yXyjk∗
UyXyR9V
@yXyy9
UyXyy3V
@yXyRk
UyXyR9V
yXyky+
UyXyRRV
@yXyk8
UyXyR8V

P{+BHb rBi? miQ
P{+BHb rBi?Qmi miQ
P{+BHb rBi? miQ

6Q`2B;M

P{+BHb rBi?Qmi miQ

6Q`2B;M

P#b2`piBQMb

k9jRj

J`;BMH 2z2+ibc aiM/`/ 2``Q`b +Hmbi2`2/ #v `2+HH BM T`2Mi?2b2b
+
p < 0.10- ∗ p < 0.05- ∗∗ p < 0.01
HH KQ/2Hb BM+Hm/2 }t2/ 2z2+ib 7Q` T`QpBM+2 M/ ?H7 v2` b r2HH b `2+HH@H2p2H +QMi`QHb, i?2 HQ;`Bi?K Q7
`2+HH bBx2 M/ #BM`v BM/B+iQ`b 7Q` `2+HH ivT2X JQ/2Hb 7Q` 2biBKiBM; i?2 2z2+i Q7 `2;BQMH T`iv BMi2`2bi
BM i?2 miQ BM/mbi`v BM+Hm/2 //BiBQMH T`QpBM+2@H2p2H +QMi`QHb b BM i?2 JQ/2H UeV Q7 h#H2 8X

SS@R9

j

.BbiBM;mBb?BM; CQBMi o2Mim`2 7`QK .QK2biB+ miQKF2`b

AM i?2 KBM MHvbBb- A #`Q/Hv +HbbB}2/ miQKQ#BH2b BMiQ irQ +i2;Q`B2b, /QK2biB+ M/ 7Q`2B;MX
h?2 /QK2biB+ +i2;Q`v BM+Hm/2b +`b T`Q/m+2/ #v *?BMǶb BM/B;2MQmb #`M/ b r2HH b DQBMi@p2Mim`2
+QKTMB2bX >2`2- A 2tKBM2 B7 M/ ?Qr M2rbTT2`b i`2i DQBMi@p2Mim`2 miQKQ#BH2b /Bz2`2MiHv 7`QK
/QK2biB+ QM2b #v +`2iBM;  b2T`i2 #BM`v BM/B+iQ` 7Q` DQBMi@p2Mim`2 +`b M/ M BMi2`+iBQM p`B#H2
Q7 i?Bb BM/B+iQ` M/ Q{+BH M2rbTT2`bX AM h#H2 3- A T`2b2Mi i?2 2biBKiBQM `2bmHib 7Q` i?2 bKTH2 Q7 HH
M2rbTT2`b BM+Hm/BM; +2Mi`H@T`iv M/ `2;BQMH@T`iv +QMi`QHH2/ Q{+BHb M/ MQM@Q{+BH M2rbTT2` BM
JQ/2Hb URV M/ UkV- 7Q`  bm#b2i Q7 `2;BQMH M2rbTT2`b HQ+i2/ BM T`QpBM+2b r?2`2 `2;BQMH ;Qp2`MK2Mib
?p2 i?2B` QrM miQKQiBp2 aP1b BM JQ/2Hb UjV M/ U9V- M/ 7Q`  bm#b2i Q7 M2rbTT2`b BM i?2 `2bi Q7
`2;BQMb BM JQ/2Hb U8V M/ UeVX
h?`Qm;?Qmi i?2 KQ/2Hb- i?2 +Q2{+B2Mib 7Q` 6Q`2B;M M/ 7Q` CQBMi o2Mim`2 TT2` iQ #2 TQbBiBp2 M/
biiBbiB+HHv bB;MB}+MiX h?Bb bm;;2bib i?i #Qi? 7Q`2B;M M/ DQBMi@p2Mim`2 miQKQiBp2 KMm7+im`2b+QKT`2/ iQ /QK2biB+ QM2b- `2 /Bb+`BKBMi2/ #v *?BM2b2 M2rbTT2`b BM i?2B` `2+HH +Qp2`;2X q?2M Bi
+QK2b iQ Q{+BH M2rbTT2`b rBi? biF2b BM i?2 miQKQiBp2 BM/mbi`v UJQ/2Hb R@9V- 7Q`2B;M miQKQiBp2
+QKTMB2b `2 T`iB+mH`Hv KQ`2 bm#D2+i iQ #Bb2/ +Qp2`;2 b /2KQMbi`i2/ #v TQbBiBp2 M/ biiBbiB+HHv
bB;MB}+Mi +Q2{+B2Mib QM i?2 BMi2`+iBQM i2`K P{+BH 6Q`2B;M- #mi DQBMi@p2Mim`2 +QKTMB2b `2 MQi
bm#D2+i iQ i?Bb //BiBQMH #Bb 7`QK Q{+BH M2rbTT2`b b b?QrM #v +Q2{+B2Mib QM i?2 BMi2`+iBQM i2`K
P{+BH CQBMi i?i `2 +HQb2 iQ x2`Q M/ 7` 7`QK #2BM; bB;MB}+Mi i i?2 +QMp2MiBQMH H2p2HX P{+BH
M2rbTT2`bǶ #Bb ;BMbi 7Q`2B;M +QKTMB2b Bb HbQ MQi 7QmM/ BM `2;BQMb r?2`2 ;Qp2`MK2Mib /Q MQi QrM
miQKQiBp2 aP1 UJQ/2Hb 8 M/ eVX
h#H2 3, .BbiBM;mBb?BM; CQBMi o2Mim`2 7`QK .QK2biB+ miQKF2`b
URV
UkV
HH L2rbTT2`b
6Q`2B;M

UjV
U9V
miQ aP1 _2;BQMb

U8V
UeV
Pi?2` _2;BQMb

yXy8d∗∗
UyXyydV
yXy9N∗∗
UyXyyNV
@yXyk8∗∗
UyXyy3V
yXyk8∗∗
UyXyRyV
@yXyy3
UyXyRRV

yXyey∗∗
UyXyydV
yXy83∗∗
UyXyyNV
@yXyye
UyXyy3V
yXykR∗
UyXyRyV
@yXyRk
UyXyRRV

yXyd9∗∗
UyXykjV
yXy8N∗
UyXykeV
@yXyy9
UyXyRkV
yXyjj∗
UyXyRjV
@yXyyk
UyXyR8V

yXy3k∗∗
UyXykkV
yXyed∗∗
UyXykeV
yXyRR
UyXyRRV
yXykN∗
UyXyR9V
@yXyRR
UyXyR9V

yXyjj∗
UyXyR8V
yXyjy+
UyXyR3V
@yXyk3∗∗
UyXyydV
@yXyy9
UyXyRyV
@yXyyd
UyXyRRV

yXyke+
UyXyR8V
yXyjy+
UyXyRdV
@yXyj9∗∗
UyXyRRV
yXyRj
UyXyR9V
yXyRy
UyXyR8V

S`QpBM+2 61
>H7v2` 61

LQ
LQ

u2b
u2b

LQ
LQ

u2b
u2b

LQ
LQ

u2b
u2b

P#b2`piBQMb

j8k9e

j8k9e

RNjRd

RNjRd

R9Rj3

R9Rj3

CQBMi o2Mim`2
P{+BH
P{+BH

6Q`2B;M

P{+BH

CQBMi o2Mim`2

J`;BMH 2z2+ibc aiM/`/ 2``Q`b +Hmbi2`2/ #v `2+HHb BM T`2Mi?2b2b
+
p < 0.10- ∗ p < 0.05- ∗∗ p < 0.01
HH KQ/2Hb +QMi`QH 7Q` i?2 HQ;`Bi?K Q7 `2+HH bBx2 M/ #BM`v BM/B+iQ`b 7Q` `2+HH ivT2X

SS@R8

9

*QKT`BbQM Q7 L2rbTT2` _2/2`b?BT, P{+BH pbX LQM@P{+BH

A /2b+`B#2 i?2 `2/2`b?BT +?`+i2`BbiB+b Q7 Q{+BH M/ MQM@Q{+BH M2rbTT2`b BM Q`/2` iQ T`QpB/2
+QmMi2` 2pB/2M+2 iQ M Hi2`MiBp2 K2+?MBbK i?i Q{+BH M2rbTT2`b 2t?B#Bi ?QK2 #Bb #2+mb2 i?2B`
`2/2`b `2 KQ`2 MiBQMHBbiB+ i?M `2/2`b Q7 MQM@Q{+BH M2rbTT2`bX lbBM; i?2 kyy9 "2BDBM; `2 aim/@
B2b bm`p2v /i- A +QKT`2 MiBQMHBbiB+ iiBim/2b b r2HH b bQ+BQ@2+QMQKB+ +?`+i2`BbiB+b Q7 BM/BpB/mHb
Q7 /Bz2`2Mi M2rbTT2`bX A MHvx2 i?2 kyy9 bm`p2v /i #2+mb2 i?2 [m2biBQMb #Qmi `2bTQM/2MibǶ M2rb
+QMbmKTiBQM Tii2`M r2`2 BM+Hm/2/ QMHv BM kyy9 #mi `2KQp2/ 7`QK i?2 7QHHQrBM; v2`bX
h#H2 N /2b+`B#2b i?2 +?`+i2`BbiB+b Q7 bm`p2v `2bTQM/2Mib #v M2rb K2/B +QMbmKTiBQM Tii2`MX
"b2/ QM i?2 HBbi Q7 M2rbTT2`b 2+? BM/BpB/mH `2/b- A +HbbB7v BM/BpB/mHb BMiQ 7Qm` ;`QmTb, RV i?Qb2 r?Q
QMHv `2/ Q{+BH M2rbTT2`b- kV i?Qb2 r?Q QMHv `2/ MQM@Q{+BH M2rbTT2`b- jV i?Qb2 r?Q `2/ #Qi?
ivT2b Q7 M2rbTT2`b- M/ 9V i?Qb2 r?Q /Q MQi `2/ M2rbTT2`b i HHX AM/BpB/mHb /Q MQi /Bz2` BM ;2
Q` 2/m+iBQM H2p2H +`Qbb /Bz2`2Mi ivT2b Q7 M2rbTT2`b Hi?Qm;? Q{+BH M2rbTT2` `2/2`b- QM p2`;2?p2 ?B;?2` BM+QK2 M/ BM+Hm/2 KQ`2 K2K#2`b Q7 i?2 *?BM2b2 *QKKmMBbi S`iv U**SVX u2i- KQbi
BKTQ`iMiHv- QM i?2 irQ [m2biBQMb K2bm`BM; MiBQMHBbiB+ iiBim/2b Q7 `2bTQM/2Mib- `2/2`b Q7 /Bz2`2Mi
ivT2b Q7 M2rbTT2`b /Q MQi b?Qr /BbiBM+iBp2 /Bz2`2M+2X q?2M `2bTQM/2Mib r2`2 bF2/ iQ +?QQb2 7`QK R
Ubi`QM;Hv /Bb;`22V iQ 9 Ubi`QM;Hv ;`22V iQ i?2 bii2K2Mi i?i i?2v rMi iQ #2 #Q`M ;BM b *?BM2b2
+BiBx2Mb- i?2 p2`;2 b+Q`2 TT2`b iQ #2 p2`v bBKBH` +`Qbb /Bz2`2Mi ;`QmTb- `M;BM; 7`QK jX9 iQ jXeX
hQ i?2 bii2K2Mi i?i *?BM Bb  #2ii2` +QmMi`v i?M KQbi Q7 Qi?2` +QmMi`B2b- i?2 p2`;2 b+Q`2 ;BM
TT2`b iQ #2 p2`v bBKBH` +`Qbb /Bz2`2Mi ;`QmTb- `M;BM; 7`QK jXk iQ jXjX h?Bb /2KQMbi`i2b i?i
MiBQMHBbiB+ iiBim/2b `2 [mBi2 T`2pH2Mi KQM; *?BM2b2 +BiBx2Mb `2;`/H2bb Q7 i?2B` M2rb +QMbmKTiBQM
Tii2`MX h?mb- /Bz2`2M+2b #2ir22M Q{+BH M/ MQM@Q{+BH M2rbTT2` `2/2`b `2 mMHBF2Hv iQ ++QmMi
7Q` i?2 `2TQ`iBM; Tii2`M Q7 Q{+BH M/ MQM@Q{+BH M2rbTT2`b T`2b2Mi2/ BM i?2 KBM MHvbBbX
h#H2 N, .2b+`BTiBp2 aiiBbiB+b Q7 "2BDBM; *BiBx2Mb #v J2/B *QMbmKTiBQM Sii2`M

;2
u2`b Q7 1/m+iBQM
JQMi?Hv AM+QK2 UumMV
62KH2 UWV
**S J2K#2`b UWV
LiBQMHBbK- "Q`M ;BM b S_* *BiBx2M UR@9V
LiBQMHBbK- *?BM "2ii2` i?M Pi?2`b UR@9V
LmK#2` Q7 _2bTQM/2Mib

P{+BH
L2rbTT2`b

LQM@P{+BH
L2rbTT2`b

"Qi?
hvT2b

.Q LQi _2/
L2rbTT2`b

8yXk
RRXN
kyj3X8
9dX9W
jeX3W
jXe
jXj

9dX9
RRXy
Rk93Xd
9kXjW
kjXdW
jX8
jXk

93Xk
RkX9
kjjeX8
jeXNW
jeXNW
jX8
jXk

9dX9
RyXy
Rj8eX9
8yX9W
RRX3W
jX9
jXk

8d

k9R

RN3

RRN
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1biBKiBQM Q7 ai`m+im`H hQTB+ JQ/2H

A +QHH2+i2/ //BiBQMH M2rb `iB+H2b QM HH miQ@`2Hi2/ Bbbm2b- M/ 2biBKi2/ i?2 ai`m+im`H hQTB+
JQ/2H UahJV U_Q#2`ib 2i HX- kyR9VX h?Bb b2+iBQM T`QpB/2b  /2iBH2/ /2b+`BTiBQM QM /i +QHH2+iBQMKQ/2H 2biBKiBQM- M/ 2biBKiBQM `2bmHiX
8XR

.i *QHH2+iBQM

hQ 2tTHQ`2 i?2 2tBbi2M+2 Q7 K2/B #Bb #2vQM/ `2+HH `2TQ`iBM;- A +QHH2+i2/ //BiBQMH M2rb `iB+H2b
i?i +QMiBM i?2 MK2b Q7 miQKF2`b i?i ?p2 i H2bi yX8W Q7 K`F2i b?`2 ++Q`/BM; iQ i?2 bH2b
/i BM i?2 kyR9 *?BM miQ J`F2i HKM+ Uw?QM;;mQ [B+?2 b?B+?M; MBMDBMVX A mb2/ 88 F2vrQ`/b
+QMiBMBM; i?2 MK2 Q7 miQKF2`b M/ b2`+?2/ 7Q` M2rbTT2` `iB+H2b i?i ?p2 i?2b2 F2vrQ`/b BM i?2B`
?2/HBM2b i?`Qm;? qBb2L2rbX A /B/ MQi mb2 i?2 MK2b Q7 DQBMi p2Mim`2b b F2vrQ`/b r?2M i?2 T`i Q7
i?2B` MK2b Bb H`2/v BM+Hm/2/ BM Qi?2` F2vrQ`/b U2X;X 6q@hQvQi U
- vB[B 72M;iBMV- a?M;?B
oQHFbr;2M U
- b?M;?B /x?QM;V- Q` .QM;72M; >QM/ U
- /QM;72M; #2MiBMVVX .m2 iQ
i?2 H`;2 MmK#2` Q7 `iB+H2b i?i biBb7v i?Bb +QM/BiBQM- A `2bi`B+i2/ i?2 bKTH2 Q7 M2rbTT2`b iQ 7Qm`
M2rbTT2`b rBi? ?2/[m`i2`b BM "2BDBM; U"2BDBM; .BHv- "2BDBM; uQmi? .BHv- "2BDBM; JQ`MBM; SQbi- M/
"2BDBM; 1p2MBM; L2rbV i?i qBb2L2rb T`QpB/2b  7mHH +Qp2`;2 7`QK kyyy iQ kyR9X HbQ- A `2bi`B+i2/ i?2
bKTH2 iQ i?Qb2 M2rb `iB+H2b i?i +QMiBM i?2 rQ`/ +` U - +?2V Q` i?2 K2bm`2 rQ`/ i?i +QmMib +`b
U - HBM;V iQ bQ`i Qmi miQ@`2Hi2/ M2rb `iB+H2b #2+mb2 bQK2 miQKF2`bǶ #`M/ MK2b `2 MQi mMB[m2
T`QT2` MQmMb BM *?BM2b2 U2X;X :`2i qHH U
- +?M;+?2M;V- Q` >vmM/B U
- tBM/BV- r?B+? K2Mb
KQ/2`M BM *?BM2b2VX
8Xk

JQ/2H 1biBKiBQM

qBi? R8-R9R +QHH2+i2/ M2rbTT2` `iB+H2b- A 2biBKi2/ i?2 ahJ rBi? k8 iQTB+bX "27Q`2 2biBKiBM;
i?2 KQ/2H- A T`2T`Q+2bb2/ i2tib 7QHHQrBM;  biM/`/ TT`Q+? Ub22 Gm+b 2i HX UkyR8V 7Q` /2iBH2/
BM7Q`KiBQM QM T`Q+2bbBM; M/ MHvxBM; i2timH /iVX A b2;K2Mi2/ i2tib BMiQ rQ`/b mbBM; i?2 aiM7Q`/
qQ`/ a2;K2Mi2` U*?M;- :HH2v- M/ JMMBM;- kyy3V #2+mb2 *?BM2b2 HM;m;2 /Q2b MQi ?p2 bT+2b
#2ir22M rQ`/bX A i?2M `2KQp2/ TmM+imiBQM M/ biQT rQ`/b i?i 7`2[m2MiHv Q++m` #mi /Q MQi +QMp2v
BKTQ`iMi K2MBM; iQ i?2 i2ti bm+? b
U/2- Q7V Q`
Ub?B- #2VX A //BiBQMHHv `2KQp2/ i?2 MK2 Q7
miQKF2`b BM Q`/2` iQ pQB/ i2ti #2BM; +HbbB}2/ ++Q`/BM; iQ miQKQ#BH2 #`M/bX PM+2 A +QKTH2i2/
HH T`2T`Q+2bbBM;- A +QMbi`m+i2/  /Q+mK2Mi@i2`K Ki`Bt U.hJV r?2`2 2+? `Qr `2T`2b2Mib  /Q+mK2Mi
M/ 2+? +QHmKM `2T`2b2Mib  mMB[m2 rQ`/- rBi? 2+? +2HH BM/B+i2b i?2 MmK#2` Q7 iBK2b i?2 rQ`/ Q++m`b
BM i?2 /Q+mK2MiX hQ #mBH/ i?2 .hJ- A mb2/ i?2 Svi?QMfGm+2M2@#b2/ TTHB+iBQM itiQ`; /2p2HQT2/
#v Gm+b 2i HX UkyR8VX
qBi? i?2 +QMbi`m+i2/ .hJ- A 2biBKi2/  `M;2 Q7 ahJ KQ/2Hb mbBM;  p`vBM; MmK#2` Q7 iQTB+b
7`QK Ry- R8- ky- k8- iQ jyX A T`2b2Mi i?2 2biBKiBQM `2bmHib rBi? k8 iQTB+bX h?2 KQ/2Hb rBi? i?2
HQr2` MmK#2` Q7 iQTB+b /Q MQi +Tim`2 /BbiBM+i iQTB+b- r?BH2 i?2 KQ/2H rBi? jy iQTB+b /Q2b MQi T`QpB/2
//BiBQMH +i2;Q`B2b i?i `2 K2MBM;7mH 7Q` BMi2`T`2iiBQM +QKT`2/ iQ i?2 KQ/2H rBi? k8 iQTB+bX PM2
F2v /Bz2`2M+2 Q7 i?2 ahJ rBi? Qi?2` iQTB+ KQ/2Hb Bb Bib #BHBiv iQ BM+Q`TQ`i2 bi`m+im`H BM7Q`KiBQM BMiQ
SS@Rd

i?2 MHvbBbX b A K BMi2`2bi2/ BM 2tTHQ`BM; i?2 /Bz2`2M+2 #2ir22M /QK2biB+ M/ 7Q`2B;M miQKQ#BH2b BM
i?2 M2rb +Qp2`;2- A BM+Hm/2/  #BM`v BM/B+iQ` BM i?2 MHvbBb b r2HH b i?2 v2` Q7 M2rb Tm#HB+iBQM
i?i Kv BM~m2M+2 i?2 T`QTQ`iBQM Q7 iQTB+ BM M2rb `iB+H2bX
8Xj

1biBKiBQM _2bmHi

A T`2b2Mi i?2 2tT2+i2/ iQTB+ T`QTQ`iBQMb Q7 b2H2+i2/ iQTB+b M/ rQ`/b ?B;?Hv bbQ+Bi2/ rBi? 2+?
iQTB+X KQM; k8 iQTB+b- A QMHv T`2b2Mi i?2 `2bmHib 7Q` iQTB+b i?i `2 `2H2pMi iQ miQKQ#BH2 T`Q/m+ibX
A 2t+Hm/2/ iQTB+b i?i `2 B``2H2pMi iQ miQKQ#BH2 T`Q/m+ibX h?2b2 `2 iQTB+b i?i `2 MQi `2H2pMi iQ
miQKQ#BH2b i HH #mi BM+Hm/2/ BM i?2 bKTH2 /m2 iQ i?2 MQM@mMB[m2 MK2 Q7 miQKF2`X A HbQ 2t+Hm/2/
iQTB+b i?i `2 `2Hi2/ iQ miQKQ#BH2b #mi MQi iQ miQKQ#BH2 T`Q/m+ib bm+? b +` ++B/2Mib- i`MbTQ`i@
iBQM- Q` +` `+BM; b r2HH b iQTB+b QM +QKTMv@`2Hi2/ M2rb UBX2X +QKTMv K2`;2`b- 2bi#HBb?K2Mi Q7
DQBMi@p2Mim`2VX 6B;m`2 R T`2b2Mib i?2 2tT2+i2/ iQTB+ T`QTQ`iBQM Q7 2B;?i b2H2+i2/ iQTB+bX JQbi 7`2[m2Mi
iQTB+b `2 T`B+2 Q` bH2b@`2Hi2/ M2rbX h?2b2 M2rb `iB+H2b /Q MQi 2tTHB+BiHv +QMp2v TQbBiBp2 Q` M2;iBp2
BKTHB+iBQM #Qmi miQKQ#BH2 +QKTMB2b- #mi +QmH/ +QMi`B#mi2 iQ BKT`QpBM; #`M/ r`2M2bbX q?BH2
Qi?2` iQTB+b HbQ +QmH/ +QMi`B#mi2 iQ T`QKQiBM; +QKTMv T`Q/m+ib- irQ iQTB+b Ĝ `2+HHb M/ [mHBiv
T`Q#H2Kb Ĝ ?p2 M2;iBp2 BKTHB+iBQMb QM T`Q/m+ibX h?2 +H+mHi2/ 2z2+i Q7 #2BM; 7Q`2B;M QM iQTB+
T`QTQ`iBQMb Bb T`2b2Mi2/ BM 6B;m`2 j BM i?2 KBM TT2`X
6B;m`2 R, ai`m+im`H hQTB+ JQ/2H _2bmHib 7`QK i?2 MHvbBb Q7 miQKQ#BH2@`2Hi2/ L2rb `iB+H2b

SS@R3

amTTH2K2Mi`v TT2M/Bt, _272`2M+2b
*?M;- SB@*?mM- JB+?2H :HH2v- M/ *?`BbiQT?2` . JMMBM;X kyy3X PTiBKBxBM; *?BM2b2 qQ`/ a2;@
K2MiiBQM 7Q` J+?BM2 h`MbHiBQM S2`7Q`KM+2X AM S`Q+22/BM;b Q7 i?2 h?B`/ qQ`Fb?QT QM aiiBbiB+H
J+?BM2 h`MbHiBQMX bbQ+BiBQM 7Q` *QKTmiiBQMH GBM;mBbiB+b TTX kk9ĜkjkX
Gm+b- *?`BbiQT?2`- _B+?`/  LB2Hb2M- J`;`2i 1 _Q#2`ib- "`M/QM J ai2r`i- H2t aiQ`2`- M/
.mbiBM hBM;H2vX kyR8X ǳ*QKTmi2`@bbBbi2/ h2ti MHvbBb 7Q` *QKT`iBp2 SQHBiB+bXǴ SQHBiB+H MHvbBb
X .PA, RyXRyNjfTMfKTmyRNX
_Q#2`ib- J`;`2i 1- "`M/QM J ai2r`i- .mbiBM hBM;H2v- *?`BbiQT?2` Gm+b- C2ibQM G2/2`@GmBba?M Emb?M2` :/`BM- "2i?Mv H#2`ibQM- M/ .pB/ : _M/X kyR9X ǳai`m+im`H hQTB+ JQ/@
2Hb 7Q` PT2M@1M/2/ am`p2v _2bTQMb2bXǴ K2`B+M CQm`MH Q7 SQHBiB+H a+B2M+2 83 U9V, Rye9ĜRy3kX
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